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Abstract 
The amount of textual information available electronically has made it difficult for 
many users to find and access the right information within acceptable time. Research 
communities in the natural language processing (NLP) field are developing tools and 
techniques to alleviate these problems and help users in exploiting these vast resources. 
These techniques include Information Retrieval (IR) and Information Extraction (IE). The 
work described in this thesis concerns IE and more specifically, named entity extraction in 
Arabic. The Arabic language is of significant interest to the NLP community mainly due to 
its political and economic significance, but also due to its interesting characteristics. 
Text usually contains all kinds of names such as person names, company names, 
city and country names, sports teams, chemicals and lots of other names from specific 
domains. These names are called Named Entities (NE) and Named Entity Recognition 
(NER), one of the main tasks of IE systems, seeks to locate and classify automatically 
these names into predefined categories. NER systems are developed for different 
applications and can be beneficial to other information management technologies as it can 
be built over an IR system or can be used as the base module of a Data Mining application. 
In this thesis we propose an efficient and effective framework for extracting Arabic NEs 
from text using a rule based approach. Our approach makes use of Arabic contextual and 
morphological information to extract named entities. The context is represented by means 
of words that are used as clues for each named entity type. Morphological information is 
used to detect the part of speech of each word given to the morphological analyzer. 
Subsequently we developed and implemented our rules in order to recognise each position 
of the named entity. Finally, our system implementation, evaluation metrics and 
experimental results are presented. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Motivation 
1.1 Introduction 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that 
attempts to understand and process natural languages in the way humans do it. Hence, the 
main task of NLP is centered on designing and building software that can analyze, 
understand, and generate natural language (NL). To understand a language, the knowledge 
of words alone is not enough. One has to understand the meaning of the words, how they 
are pronounced and how the words combine to form sentences (Meziane, 1994). Allen 
(1987) identified six types of knowledge that are essential to understand a language 
namely: phonetic and phonological knowledge, morphological, syntactic, semantic, 
pragmatic and some general knowledge. 
There are many applications developed in the past few decades in the NLP field. These 
include Information Retrieval (IR), Machine Translation (MT), Data Mining (DM), 
Question Answering (QA) and Information Extraction (IE). IE is the practical way to get 
one step closer to the goal of NLP. In a narrow sense, IE reduces facts in text into a 
structured representation (Zhao, 2004). However, the IE expression is an umbrella that 
covers a number of tasks which have been identified by the Message Understanding 
Conference (MUC). The basic and essential task for IE or NLP in general is named entity 
recognition (NER). The term "Named Entity", now widely used in NLP, was coined for 
the first time in the Sixth MUC conference (MUC-6) (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). 
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However, text usually contains all kinds of names, for example person names, company 
names, city names, country names, sports teams, chemicals and lots of other names from a 
specific domain. NER seeks to locate and classify automatically these names in text into 
predefined categories. In fact, NER has two main sub-problems. One is NE detection 
(NED) that is the identification of the portion of text that forms a NE, and the second is NE 
classification (NEC), the process of assigning a category label to the identified span of text. 
Let us consider for instance the example given in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1: An example of a named entity in a sentence 
Khaled traveled last Monday from Amman to meet Ahmed in Cairo 
There are five named entities in the above Arabic sentence, the named entity extractor 
would identify these entities and label them as shown in Table 1.2. 
Table 02: A sample of named entities classification 
The Named Entity The Type 
(, Khaled) Person 
(CAYI Monday) Date 
(cam, Amman) Location 
(A" l, Ahmed) Person 
(k,. Wº, Cairo) Location 
Extracting named entities benefits many NLP tasks such as question answering (QA) 
systems, one of the most complicated NLP tasks because it attempts to provide accurate 
answers to specific user queries. In order to answer questions like "who is the head of the 
British Government? ", it is useful to know that the expected answer is the name of a 
person, and obviously, to consider as candidate answers only entities of this type. 
Consequently, a QA system does not only retrieve the relevant documents (as is the case in 
an IR system) but extracts the answer and replies to the question automatically. Although 
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most search engines allow users to form some types of queries using wild cards for pattern 
matching, they still do not help very much in locating the targeted NE. Furthermore, 
Srihari and Li (2000) stated that out of the 200 questions that comprised the Text REtrieval 
Conference (TREC-8) Question Answering track competition, over 80% asked for an NE, 
e. g. who (PERSON), when (TIME[ DATE), where (LOCATION), how far (LENGTH). 
The beginning of the questions given in Table 1.3 usually requires an answer containing a 
NE. On the other hand, NE can help narrow down the targeted text portions which contain 
potential answers. Thus, applying a NE tagger to a QA has been proven to be very helpful. 
Many studies show that the precision of a QA system relies significantly on the 
performance of the NER system included within. For instance Greenwood and Gaizauskas 
(2007) applied a NER system in order to improve the performance of an answer extraction 
module. They reported that the accuracy has improved in the answering questions systems. 
Table 1.3: Importance of NE in QA applications 
The question Referred to 
1 Who/Whom Person 
2 When Time/Date 
3 Where/What place Location 
4 What time (of day) Time 
5 What day (of the week) Day 
6 what/which month Month 
7 What Name 
8 How rich Money 
9 How money Number 
10 How long Duration 
In information retrieval, which aims at retrieving relevant document for user 
formulated queries, usually in natural language, Thompson and Dozier (1997) reported 
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that 67.83%, 83.4% and 38.8% of the queries contained one or more Named Entities 
(NEs) when used to extract information from the Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles 
Times and Washington Post respectively. Hence, an improvement of the retrieval of 
documents for queries containing NEs would boost significantly the performance of the 
global IR systems. 
In Machine Translation (MT), the correct identification of named entities (NEs) is an 
important problem. Incorrectly translating NEs as common nouns leads to ambiguities or 
obligates extensive post-editing. Often failure to precisely identify NEs has an effect, not 
only on a local and immediate context, but also on the global syntactic and lexical structure 
of the translation. The post-editing step is more expensive when the errors of a MT system 
are mainly in NEs translation. For these reasons Babych and Hartley (2003) conducted 
research where they tagged a text with the NER module of Sheffield's GATE information 
extraction (IE) system (Cunningham, 2000) as a pre-processing step of MT. They reported 
that they have reached a higher accuracy with this new approach, and they indicate that 
specific components of IE technology could boost the performance of current MT systems. 
Moreover, NE recognition can enhance data mining tasks, and cross language IR. For 
instance; it was shown in (Larkey and Abdulialeel, 2003) that in Arabic-English cross 
language IR, the performance degrades seriously when the bilingual dictionaries do not 
contain Arabic proper names. Hence, NE extraction tools are essential for many 
applications in NLP. 
1.2 Motivation 
The work described in this thesis concerns IE and more specifically, named entity 
extraction in Arabic. In some languages such as English and French, capitalization is a 
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good clue to identify proper names, however, in other languages such as Arabic this feature 
does not exist. Thus we cannot mark the names in the text by simply looking at the first 
letter of the word and this increases the difficulty of extracting named entities in Arabic 
texts. It has been shown that the absence of capital letters in the Arabic language is the 
main obstacle to obtain high performance in NER systems (Benajiba et al., 2007). 
However, with the huge amount of published data in Arabic, over 200,000 websites and 
300,000 users over the net (Mesfar, 2007), we recognize that developing a system to 
extract important data from documents becomes essential. The Arabic language is a 
language of significant interest to the NLP community mainly due to its political and 
economical significance, but also due to its interesting characteristics (Benajiba and Rosso., 
2008). In this thesis we aim to develop a rule-based Arabic NER system, in this thesis, we 
use rule based system in the context of information extraction rather than in the context of 
knowledge based system. A rule based system uses rules to extract information. There is 
little research on Arabic NER (Maloney et al, 1998; Samy, 2005; Abuleil, 2004; Harmain 
and Aljohar, 2001, Shaalan and Raza, 2009). 
1.3 The Methodology 
In this thesis we describe a method to recognize Arabic named entities in Arabic 
newspapers. Initially, we collected one hundred articles (test corpora) from Aljazeera 
website (Aljazeera, 2008). Then manually, we annotated and highlighted the entire named 
entities in the test corpora. Consequently and from our observation, we identified several 
rules to specify these names; afterwards we developed these rules and implemented them 
using the JAVA programming language. In addition, in order to tag named entities in 
Arabic texts, lists of trigger words have been identified to help identify the position of the 
proper names in the text. By using keywords we mark noun phrases that might include a 
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certain name then we process these phrases to extract these names. However, we selected 
another hundred articles, from the same website, and we run our system over these articles. 
The results were satisfactory and encouraging despite the experiment being at an initial 
stage. However, we reviewed the test corpora one more time and consequently added more 
rules to our system and improved the existing rules and the precision of our system. We 
choose another hundred articles and we run our system over the new articles. As expected, 
our system achieved better results than the first attempt. We reiterated this process until we 
analyzed one thousand articles and we marked and extracted the named entities from these 
articles, then we classified into their categories i. e. person name, city name, organization 
name, date etc. We have developed our IE system using the General Architecture for Text 
Engineering (GATE) system. GATE comes with a default information extraction system 
called ANNIE (A Nearly-New IE system) (Maynard et al, 2001). GATE is the most freely 
available advanced NLP tool that many researchers are using around the world 
(Cunningham, 2000). In addition, in the design and implementation of our system, 
Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2004) is built over 
GATE to achieve our goals. BAMA is widespread and heavily used in the literature; it has 
been used for example in the Language Data Consortium (LDC) Arabic POS tagger, Peen 
Arabic Treebank, and the Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (Attia, 2006). 
1.4 Limitations of Current Research 
The research presented in this thesis is conducted for specific corpora, using a specific 
methodology. Hence it is not attempting to solve all the issues related to NER in Arabic. 
To clarify the scope of this research, its limitations can be summarised as follows: 
  The entire experiment relay on a specific domain, the political domain, hence the 
techniques and rules developed for the current system are restricted to this domain 
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and will probably yield to lower precision if applied to general or different 
domains. 
  Shaalan and Raza (2009) carried out an extensive research on Arabic language NLP 
tools and resources in general (e. g., corpora, gazetteers, POS taggers, etc. ). They 
concluded that in comparison with other languages, Arabic lacks mature linguistic 
resources, especially free resources available for research purposes. Consequently 
we constructed our own corpora based on resources we have access to. This was a 
laborious and time consuming process and we limited our corpora to satisfy the 
requirements of our system. 
  Most researchers on Arabic language do not keep the corpora they have designed 
after conducting their experiments or the free resources they have used to evaluate 
their system are no more available. For example, the corpus used by Mesfar (2007) 
is no more available as the free access to the "Le Monde diplomatic" Arabic 
articles is removed. This makes the comparison of the various systems nearly 
impossible and we have experienced this problem in our study. This will be 
explained in Chapter 7. 
  Based on the limitations of the resources for the Arabic language it is difficult to 
make any comparison with NER systems developed for other languages. 
  There are two approaches for information extraction, the rule based approach (also 
called the knowledge engineering approach) and the statistical approach (also 
called the training approach). We have used a rule based approach and its 
justification will be given in chapter 5. 
  Our system is mainly developed for Modem Standard Arabic. 
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1.5 The Contribution of the Research 
The work developed and reported in this thesis makes many contributions to the field of 
NER for the Arabic language. These can be summarised as follows: 
  Given the characteristics of the Arabic language, NLP systems developed for the 
Arabic language make heavy use of morphological analysers and part of speech 
taggers regardless of the approach used for information extraction. The precision of 
the developed systems are strongly linked to the accuracy of the morphological 
analysers and part of speech taggers. In many systems, the first outputs of the 
morphological analysers and part of speech taggers are taken as the correct solution 
(Shamsi and Guessoum, 2006). However, this is not always true. In our approach, 
we have developed rules that scan all the solutions provided and select the correct 
one. 
  We adopted a systematic way in developing our system, following an object- 
oriented approach that made use of well know systems in the NLP field namely 
GATE and BAMA. This allowed us to develop a reliable and reusable system that 
can benefit the Arabic information processing community. 
  We conducted a thorough evaluation of our system and the results obtained are 
very promising. 
  In our application we have used Buckwalter's stemmer which is known to return 
sometimes incorrect or incomplete result. We have developed rules to identify these 
cases as we will illustrate this in chapter 6. Realistic outstanding 
  The lack of free resources has been identified as the main factor hindering the 
development of Arabic NLP systems. Hence we created our own corpora and we 
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are planning to make our corpora freely available on a website to allow other 
researchers to use it to compare their systems with ours. 
  Our research has been published in many reputable conferences. A list of our 
publications is given in appendix B. 
1.6 Research Objectives 
The main objectives of this research are summarised as follows: 
  Develop several rules to identify the Arabic named entities 
  Identify the main aspects and features of named entities in Arabic. 
  Thoroughly study the development and implementations of NE recognition systems 
in other languages and identify components and approaches that can be reused for 
the Arabic language. 
  Study the computational issues involving the identification of Arabic Names in 
Arabic documents. 
  Implement a prototype system to test the findings of this research and evaluate the 
system. 
  Compare the performance of our system to those of similar systems. 
1.7 Thesis Structure 
This section describes the structure of this thesis: 
Chapter 1 introduces the research topic, and presents the aim, objectives and the 
methodology adopted for developing our research. We highlighted the limitations of our 
approach and the contribution we have made to the field of Named Entity Recognition in 
the Arabic language. 
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Chapter 2 covers the background on Information Retrieval (IR) in general and Information 
Extraction (IE) in particular. We started by providing a short history of the development of 
the IE field and the role played by the Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) in the 
development of the field. We also described the two approaches used in IE, namely rule 
based (Knowledge Engineering) and the automatic training (statistical) approaches. The 
chapter then provides some examples of the fields where IE is applied. We concluded by 
addressing the challenges in the Arabic language. 
Chapter 3 covers some of the characteristic of the Arabic language relevant to the current 
research, we have illustrated that the Arabic language has a rich vocabulary and a complex 
morphology. We reviewed several approaches and systems used for Arabic morphological 
analyses and systems used for Arabic parts of speech identification. 
Chapter 4 describes the language engineering tools used in our research. We first describe 
GATE and its three subsystems namely the GATE Document Manager, GATE Graphical 
Interface and CREOLE (a Collection of REusable Objects for Language Engineering). 
Then we describe the Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyser (BAMA). We concluded 
the chapter by describing the architecture of our system and how GATE and BAMA have 
been used in our architecture. 
In chapter 5 we summarised the characteristics of the Arabic language and the approaches 
used in the field of the NE recognition and justified our choice for a rules based system for 
our Arabic NER. In this chapter we have also developed the rules for our NER system. 
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In chapter 6, we describe the environment used for the implementation of our architecture. 
This was followed by the evaluation of our system and highlighted the difficulties 
encountered in evaluation Arabic IE systems in general. 
In chapter 7, we reviewed several Arabic named entity recognition system and summarised 
the methodologies they have used, the corpora used for their evaluation and the evaluation 
of these systems. We conclude the chapter by providing a comparison of the results 
obtained by our system with Mesfar's system (Mesfar, 2007). It would have been 
interesting to compare our results with those obtained by the PERA system, but 
unfortunately we did not have access to the corpora used by PERA although we contacted 
the author several times. 
In chapter 8, we conclude the research developed in this thesis and summarise the main 
findings and highlighted possible future development of the current research. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review and Related Work 
There has been an explosive growth in the amount of information available on networked 
computers around the word, much of it in the form of natural language (NL) documents 
which are mainly analyzed by natural language processing (NLP) techniques. The most 
important of these techniques are Information Retrieval (IR), Information Extraction (IE), 
Machine Translation (MT), Question Answering (QA) and more recently Data Mining 
(DM) and text mining. This chapter reviews some of the areas and events in the NLP field 
that lead to the development of the named entity recognition field. 
2.1 Information Retrieval Vs Information Extraction 
Information retrieval is the name of the process or method whereby a prospective user of 
information is able to convert his need for information into an actual list of citations to 
documents in a storage containing information useful to him (Hiemstra, 2001). IR systems 
are software systems that are capable of retrieving a set of electronically stored documents 
based on users' queries. The retrieved documents are known as the relevant documents. On 
the other hand IE systems retrieve specific information from documents; and the IE 
systems would mark the documents that contained key terms such as "terrorist" or "bomb" 
after which information analysts would examine these documents (Jackson, 2002). Unlike 
IR, IE involves shallow parsing of text, such as part-of-speech (PoS) tagging and text 
chunking. Indeed, research has shown that shallow parsing is sufficient for tasks such as IE 
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or question answering (Buchholz, 2002). IR and IE are complementary, and when 
combined they can provide powerful tools for NLP (Eikvil, 1999). 
2.2 Information Extraction 
The huge amount of data available nowadays has created a new challenge. The more data 
is available on electronic format, the more difficult it is to find and extract specific facts, 
since the data is unstructured and the majority of it is available in a human language form. 
Moreover, much time is spent in reading and analysing the obtained documents in order to 
extract the required information. On the other hand, the main objective of NLP is to 
understand the implicit meaning of texts and transform them into a machine intelligible 
representation. Then the computational power of machines would enable us to process the 
information in more simple ways, such as producing answering questions. Thus, it is 
possible to represent the underlying world knowledge in a simple format like templates. 
Hence, IE is a realistic way to accomplish NLP goals. Therefore, focus has shifted in the 
last two decades to IE; the task of which is to locate the desired information (DARPA, 
1998). IE has well defined tasks, uses real-world texts, and poses complicated and 
motivating NLP problems. IE tasks are capable of performing at the same level as humans 
and with high performance; accordingly IE is attractive from the NLP perspective (Cowie 
and Lehnert, 1996). It is domain-dependent, in a narrow sense; IE reduces facts in text into 
a structured representation (Grishman, 1997) such as tables and templates. 
2.2.1 A Historical Introduction to Information Extraction 
IE as a research field of its own, has been introduced by Harris in the 1950's (Harris, 
1957). However, the first applications have been reported much later in the 1980's within 
the medical domain (Sager et al, 1987). Since then, significant work has been carried out in 
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various domains, but the field has been heavily influenced by the Message Understanding 
Conferences (MUCs) funded by the U. S Government to establish the tasks of IE and 
benchmark corpora (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). Altogether, there were seven MUC 
assessments during a ten year span, starting in 1987. Table 2.1 summarises the year and the 
domain on interest of each MUC. 
Table 2.1: List of the Message Understanding Conferences (Zhao, 2004). 
Project Year Domain 
MUC-1 1987 Navy Operations 
MUC-2 1989 Navy Operations 
MUC-3 1991 Terrorism in Latin America 
MUC-4 1992 Terrorism in Latin America 
MUC-5 1993 Corporate Joint Venture and Microelectronics 
MUC-6 1995 Corporate Management Succession 
MUC-7 1998 Airplane Crashes/Rocket Launches 
A brief chronological description of the MUCs is as follows: 
  MUC-1 (1987): Researchers from six organizations ran their systems on the test 
data during the conference, then demonstrated and explained how their systems 
analyzed texts. Ten narrative paragraphs from naval messages had been used as a 
training corpus and two others as test data. However, there was no task definition 
and there were no evaluation criteria. 
  MUC-2(1989): Eight systems were used with a training corpus of 105 texts. 
Again the domain was naval message narratives of four different types, a dry-run 
test set of 20 narratives, and a final test set of five. An IE task was specified which 
concerns the identification of ten different pieces of information representing them 
as slot fillers in a template emulating a semantic frame. In addition, assessment 
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criteria were defined, but by consent deemed not to have been sufficient and 
systems were scored by hand as opposed to a hand-generated answer key. 
  MUC-3 (1991): One of the fundamental differences between WC-3 and MUC-4 
and previous conferences is in their choice of texts. MUC-3 and MUC-4 made use 
of news articles on the subject of Latin American terrorism, whereas the previous 
conferences made use of naval tactical message narratives (Sandheim, 1991). The 
planning for MUC-3 began while MUC-2 was still in progress, with suggestions 
from MUC-2 participants for improvements. Fifteen systems participated and a 
corpus of 1,400 texts on the subject of Latin American terrorism was used that 
included 16 text types (transcribed speeches, newspaper articles, editorial reports, 
etc. ). The template developed contained slots for 17 pieces of information. The 
scoring metrics were refined and implemented in a semi automated scoring system. 
Formal evaluation criteria adapted from notions developed in IR (particularly, 
precision and recall) were introduced, as shown in Table 2.2. A semi-automated 
scoring system was developed and made available for use by the participants during 
development, and significant progress was made. 
Table 2.2: Scoring Metrics in MUC-3 (Sundheim, 1991) 
Measure Definition 
Recall # correct fills izenerated #fills in key 
# fills in key 
Precision # correct fills generated 
fills in generated 
Overgeneration # spurious fills generated 
#fills generated 
Fallout # incorrect+ spurious generated 
# possible incorrect fills 
The two primary measures of performance were completeness (recall) and accuracy 
(precision). Recall a measure of the percentage of information available which is 
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actually found and precision is a measure of the percentage correctness of the 
information produced. There were two additional measures, one to isolate the 
amount of spurious data generated (overgeneration) and the other to determine the 
rate of incorrect generation as a function of the number of opportunities to 
incorrectly generate (fallout) (Sundheim, 1991). 
  MUC-4 (1992): Seventeen sites participated. The domain was again Latin 
American terrorism, the number of information bearing slots increased from 17 in 
MUC-3 to 22. Changes were made to the task definition, corpus, measures of 
performance and test protocols in order to: 
q> Provide greater focus on spurious data generation. 
A few changes were made to the template scoring software to make the 
generation of spurious data more apparent. One of these changes focuses on 
overgeneration at the slot level (generating more slot values than were 
expected), while others focus attention on overgeneration at the template 
level (generating more templates than were expected). To address the 
spurious slot-value issue, an additional method of assessing penalties for 
missing and spurious data (called the "Matched/Spurious" method) was 
incorporated, completing the picture provided by the three measures that 
have been developed for MUC-3. To address the spurious template issue, a 
preliminary step in the alignment of response templates with key templates 
was implemented that requires that minimal "content-based mapping 
conditions" be met in order for alignment to occur (Sundheim, 1992). 
Better assessment of system independence from training data. 
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Reuse for MUC-4 of the same domain and fundamentally the same task as 
used for MUC-3 raised the concern that the "generality" of the systems 
would come into question. To address these concerns, a controlled 
generality test was added to the test protocol. 
Make scoring more consistent. 
The scoring program was updated to further automate the scoring of set-fill 
slots. It was updated to score some string fills automatically. The coverage 
of the interactive scoring guidelines was extended. These updates were 
meant to ensure greater consistency in template scoring among people and 
across scoring runs. 
Provide means for more valid score comparison between systems. 
Two innovations in the area of scoring were made to address these issues. 
First, a scientifically sound, single-score measure was incorporated that 
enabled systems to be ranked. This measure, known as the F-measure, 
allows different weightings of recall and precision. Second, a method of 
doing statistical significance testing was incorporated into the test protocol. 
The MUC-4 featured an enhanced evaluation methodology, greater participation, 
and significantly more conclusive results than those recorded in the MUC-3 
proceedings (Sundheim, 1992). In summary, MUC-3 and MUC-4 offered 
benchmarks for the field of NLP in general and IE technology in particular 
(Sundheim, 1992). 
  MUC-5(1993): Seventeen systems participated (fourteen American, one British, 
one Canadian and one Japanese, this marked the first non-US involvement). 
Significant auxiliary resources were supplied. Development and test corpora sizes 
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were increased. Scoring was modified to include new evaluation metrics and the 
scoring program enhanced. However, the metrics used for MUC-5 evaluation 
represent a major update to those used for MUC-4. The official MUC-5 metrics 
express error rates while the official MUC-4 metrics express performance in terms 
of recall and precision (Chinchor, 1993). 
  MUC-6 (1995): Grishman (1996) identified the goals of the MUC-6 as follows: 
Demonstrating task-independent component technologies of IE which 
would be immediately useful. 
Encouraging work to make information extraction systems more portable. 
q> Encouraging work on "deeper understanding. " 
However, seventeen sites overall took part and four subtasks were established. 
Participants were invited to enter their systems in as many as four different task- 
oriented evaluations. The Named Entity and Coreference tasks entailed Standard 
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) annotation of texts and were being 
conducted for the first time. The other two tasks, Template Element and Scenario 
Template, were IE tasks that followed on from previous MUC evaluations. The 
domain of the scenario extraction task was management succession events in 
financial news stories. 
  MUC-7 (1998): This is the final conference of the series. Hence it was aiming at 
giving an overall evaluation of the tasks and results which have been used in 
previous MUCs. Table 2.3 summarises these changes beginning with MUC-3. In 
MUC-7, there were more international sites participating than ever before, and 
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more data was provided for training and dry run and it was maintained through all 
of the updates to the guidelines during the evaluation cycle (Chinchor, 2001). 
Table 2.3: Tasks Evaluated in MUC-3 through MUC-7 (Chinchor, 2001) 
Evaluation 
Tasks 
Named 
Entity Coreference 
Template 
Element 
Template 
Relation 
Scenario 
Template Multilingual 
MUC-3 YES 
MUC-4 YES 
MUC-5 YES YES 
MUC-6 YES YES YES YES 
MUC-7 YES YES YES YES YES 
2.2.2 Information Extraction Challenges 
Text usually contains a large amount of names such as person names, city names, 
organization names, etc. in order to extract these names from the text it's impracticable to 
list all these names in several lists, furthermore these names can appear in the text with 
more challenges such as: 
I. The overlap between the lists of entity: 
" Organisation vs. Location: 
"England won the World Cup" vs. "The World Cup took place in England". 
" Person vs. Artefact: 
"The harn sandwich wants his bill. " vs. "Bring me a ham sandwich. " 
" Currency vs. weight: 
"Mr. Jones lost 25 pounds... " Did he lose 25 pounds of weight or 25 pounds of British 
currency? 
" Date vs. Time: 
"1945" is that time or date? 
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In the same way, issues of style, structure, domain, genre, punctuation, spelling, spacing, 
formatting are also problematic as shown in the following: 
II. The variation: 
There are lots of ways to express the same event such as: 
> "The Royal Bank of Scotland plc" 
q> "The Royal Bank of Scotland" 
> "The Royal plc" 
W "The Royal" 
"RBS" 
W Or John Smith, Mr Smith, John. 
III. Overlap between the categories 
"Hope" and "Lost" as proper names (location) 
W "Hope" and "Lost" as common nouns 
IV. Complex entities with conjunction: 
"China International Trust and Investment Corp" 
"Mason, Daily and Partners" 
There also exist more general problems of robustness and portability, e. g. how can a 
system recognize NEs when they appear in headlines or at the beginning of sentences 
where capitalization information is missing? Some of these challenges exist in the Arabic 
language and these will be highlighted in chapter 3. The experience of the MUCs has 
demonstrated that IE is a difficult task (Appelt and Israel, 1999). 
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2.2.3 Information Extraction Tasks 
The IE term is an umbrella that covers a number of tasks which have been identified by 
MUCs. There were four evaluated tasks; Named Entity recognition, Coreference 
resolution, Template element filling and Scenario template filling. IE tasks needs to be 
utilized over the text as shown in Figure 2.1. 
OCID> wsj94_008.0212 </DOCID> 
OCNO> 940413-0062. </DOCNO> 
L> Who's News: 
Burns Fry Ltd. <IHL> 
D> 04113/94 </DD> 
0> WALL STREET JOURNAL (J), PACE B10 <ISO> 
0> MR <ICO> 
N> SECURITIES (SCR) <fIN> 
XT> 
BURNS FRY Ltd. (Toronto) -- Donald Wright, 46 years old, was 
named executive vice president and director of fixed intone at this 
brokerage firm. Mr. Wright resigned as president of Merrill Lynch 
Canada Inc., a unit of Merrill Lynch & Co., to succeed Mark 
%assirer, 48, who left Burns Fry last month. A Merrill Lynch 
spokeswoman said it hasn't named a successor to Mr. Wright, who is 
expected to begin his new position by the and of the month. 
<Ip> 
I<moc> 
Dismiss 
Figure 20.1: An Example of a Text (Cunningham, 1999) 
2.2.3.1 Named Entity Recognition 
A Named Entity (NE), which was first defined in MUC 6, is the recognition and 
classification of defined named entities such as organizations (companies, government 
organisations, committees, etc), persons, locations (cities, countries, rivers, etc) dates and 
time expressions and monetary amounts (percent, money, weight etc) (Gaizauskas, 1998). 
An example of a named entity annotation is shown in Figure 2.2. NE extraction is an 
essential tool for term extraction that is important in various NLP applications. For 
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instance, automatic text summarization systems can be improved by using NE, as they 
provide important cues for identifying relevant segments in texts. Other uses of NE taggers 
are accurate internet search engines, IE, automatic speech recognition, question answering 
and MT. 
waj94_006.0212 <MDOCID> 
940413-0062, </DOCNO> 
</HL> 
DD> *Ml= </DD> 
SO> WALL STREET JOURNAL (J), PACE B10 <ISO> 
CO> NER <JCO> 
IN> SECURITIES (SCR) <fIN> 
TXT> 
''MC"" ") --i , 46 years old. was 
Waned executive vice president and director of fixed incani' at thi= 
brokerage firm. 14r. resimiExl as president of 
a unit of to succeed 
48, who left last month. A 
spokeswanan said it hasn't narna da successor to Mr. who is 
expect. ml to begin his new position by the and of the month. 
<! p> 
</TXT> 
</DOC> 
Figure 02.2. Named entity recognition in GATE (Cunningham, 1999) 
Correct recognition of NEs is a significant issue for MT research and for the development 
of MT systems. Primary, translation of proper names often needs different approaches and 
techniques than the translation of other types of words (Babych, 2003), and proper nouns 
can be translated with higher accuracy using NE taggers. NE can be valuable in several 
NLP applications. However, names represent a large percentage of unknown words in a 
text. Moreover, names are considered as a crucial source of information in a text when 
extracting contents, clarifying a subject or identifying related documents in IR systems 
(Rau, 1991). Therefore, the accuracy of tools such as chunkers and parsers in IE systems 
rely on the recognition of these names. 
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2.2.3.2 Coreference Resolution 
This task requires the identification of expressions in the text that refer to the same object, 
set or activity as shown in Figure 2.3. The coreference relation will be marked between 
elements of the following categories: nouns, noun phrases and pronouns (Gaizauskas, 
1998). 
D> vej94_008.0212 <JDOCID> 
0> 940413-0062. <; DOQro> 
® <IHL> 
04113194 </DD> 
WALL STREET JOURNAL (J), PAGE 510 </SO> 
MER </CO> 
SECURITIES (SCR) <JIN> 
(Toronto) -- Donald Wright, 46 years old, waa 
lamed executive vice president and director of fixed income at Iv 
. 
Mr. Wright resigned as president of Merrill Lynch 
Canada Inc., a unit of Merrill Lynch i Co., to succeed Mark 
Kassirer, 48, who left ij last month. A Merrill Lynch 
epokeswanan said it hasn't named a successor to Mr. Wright, who is 
expected to begin his new position by the end of the month. 
</p> 
</TXT> 
<JDOC> 
Ds miss 
Colour key: Co-referred items Selected reterence chain Redisplay 
Figure 02.3: Coreference resolution in GATE (Cunningham, 1999) 
2.2.3.3 Template Element Filling 
This task requires the filling of small scale templates wherever they occurred in the text 
using the basic information related to organization, person and artifact entities, as shown in 
Figure 2.4. 
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RGANIZATION-9404130062-1> 
ORGNAME: 
ORGALIAS: 
ORGTYPE: 
ORGLOCALE: 
ORG_COUNTRY: 
ORGANIZATION-9404130062-2> 
ORG_NAME: 
ORGALIAS: 
ORG_TYPE: 
PERSON-9404130062-1> 
PER_NAME: 
PERSON-9404130062-2> 
PER NAVE: 
PER_ALIAS: 
PER TITLE: 
"BURNS FRY Ltd. " 
"Burns Fry Ltd. " 
COMPANY 
Toronto CITY 
Canada 
"Merrill Lynch Canada Inc. " 
"Merrill Lynch & Co. " 
COMPANY 
"! dark Kassirer" 
"Donald Wright" 
"Wright" 
Dismiss 
Figure 02.4: Template elements in GATE (Cunningham, 1999) 
2.2.3.4 Scenario Template Filling 
This task requires the detection of pre-specified event information and relates the event 
information to particular information such as organization, person or artifact entities 
involved in the event, as shown in Figure 2.5. The filling of the slots in the scenario 
template was generally a difficult task for systems. 
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-9404130062-1> 
DOC_NR: "9404130062" 
CONTENT: 
ION EVENT-9404130062-11> 
<SUCCESSIONEVENT-9404130062-20> 
<SUCcESSION EVENT-9404130062-30> 
<SUaESSION EVENT-9404130062-11> 
SUCCESSION ORG: (ORGANIZATION-9404130062-18> 
_ POST: -executive vice president" 
IN_AND_OUT: <IN AND OUT-9404130062-5> 
VACANCY REASON: 0TH_UWE 
<IN_AND_OUT-9404130062-5> 
10-PERSON: <PERSON-9404130062-50> 
NEW STATUS: IN 
ON-THE-JOB: UNCLEAR 
<SUCCESSION EVENT-9404130062-20> : - 
SUCCESSION ORG: <ORGANIZATION-9404130062-28> 
_ POST: "president" 
IN_AND OUT-9404130062-15> OUT: <IN AND 
_ _ <IN AND OUT-9404130062-21> 
<INANI; OUT-9404130062-22> 
VACANCY REASON: REASSIGNMENT 
<IN_RND_OUT-9404130062-15> 
Io_PERSON: <PERSON-9404130062-50> 
NEW STATUS: OUT 
ON_THE_JOB: NO 
<IN_AND OUT-9404130062-21> 
IO PERSON: <PERSON-9404130062-50> 
NEi STATUS: IN 
ON_THE_JOB: UNCLEAR 
<IN_AND_OUT-9404130062-22> 
I0_ PERSON: <PERSON-9404130062-29> 
N6 STATUS: OUT 
ON THE JOB: UNCLEAR 
<SUCCESSION_EVENT-9404130062-30> : - 
SUCCESSION_ORG <ORGANIZATION-9404130062-28> 
POST: 'president" 
IN AND OUT: <IN AND OUT-9404130062-31> 
VACANCY REASON: REASSIGNMENT 
<IN-AND_OUT-9401130062-31> 
10 PERSON: <PERSON-9404130062-29> 
N6 STATUS: OUT 
ON THE JOB: NO 
<ORGANIZATION-9404130062-19> : - 
ORG_NAME: "BURNS FRY Ltd. " 
ORG-ALIAS: "Burns Fry Ltd. 
ORGTYPE : COI+BANY 
ORG_LOCALE: Toraaito CITY 
ORG_COUNTRY: Canada I 
Dismiss 
Figure 02.5: Scenario template in GATE (Cunningham, 1999) 
2.2.4 Information Extraction Approaches 
There are two basic approaches to IE system development: the Rule based (Knowledge 
Engineering) Approach and the Automatic Training Approach (statistical) (Appelt and 
Israel, 1999). In the following subsections, we describe each of these two approaches. 
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2.2.4.1 Rule based approach 
The Rule based approach, also known as knowledge engineering approach, relies on 
regular expressions and heuristic rules to identify names. The rule based approach also 
relies more on linguistics (Proux et al. 1998), external ontologies (Rindflesch et al. 2000) 
and context (Fukuda et al. 1998; Humphreys et al. 2000). In addition, the knowledge 
engineer has access to a sensible size of domain-relevant texts that need to be manually 
tested (Appelt and Israel, 1999), to extract suitable rules that best deliver the needed 
output. Clearly, the skills and experience of the knowledge engineer are very important to 
improve the performance to be achieved by the overall system. Also, building a high 
performance system using the knowledge engineering approach is a repetitive procedure 
that requires a lot of tuning and efforts. The procedure starts by writing and running a set 
of rules over a set of test texts, and then the output is tested to see what suitable 
modifications are required for the rules. Rule-based systems were the best performing 
systems at MUC evaluations (Eikvil, 1999). Therefore, we adopted this approach in the 
development of our system. In the next subsections, we describe some aspects of rule- 
based systems in general. 
2.2.4.2 Rule Based system 
Rules are the basic components of a rule based system. Knowledge, usually extracted from 
experts, is encoded as a set of rules. Rules are like the if-then statements in traditional 
programming languages (Friedman-Hill, 2003). For instance, a statement like "A present 
verb in a third person ends with an s" might be written as a rule like: 
IF w is a verb AND w is in present tense AND w is in third person THEN w ends with s 
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The IF part of a rule written in this form is often called left hand side (LHS), premises, and 
the then part is the right hand side (RHS), conclusions. A rule-based system is a system 
that uses rules to derive conclusions from premises (Friedman-Hill, 2003). Rule based 
systems are declarative and include only the important details of a solution. Declarative 
programming is often seen as the natural way to tackle problems involving control, 
diagnosis, prediction, classification, pattern recognition; in short, many problems without 
clear algorithmic solutions (Friedman-Hill, 2003). Rule-based programs are simple and are 
made up of discrete rules that are applied to some subset of the problem. The rule base also 
referred to as knowledge base stores all relevant information such as rules, data and 
relationships between data. Once the rules are defined, we usually develop a rule engines 
also referred to as inference engine which applies the IF-THEN rules to some defined data 
and takes appropriate actions. The main purpose of the inference engine is to seek 
information and relationships from the knowledge base and to provide answers, 
predictions, and suggestions in the way a human expert would (Moisiadis et al, 2008). 
Forward and backward chaining are two known inference methods used derive facts from 
rules and data (Abraham, 2005). 
However our application contains very limit rules and we structured them as a separate 
package. The rules do not change so often and no inference engine has been developed for 
our system as the rules are very simple and directly coded in Java. The development of our 
rules will be described in details in chapter 5. 
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2.2.4.3 Overview of Systems Adopted Rule Based Approach 
Earlier IE systems were mainly based on pattern-matching grammars. Hobbs et al. (1996) 
proposed the FASTUS system, an IE system based on finite state automata. FASTUS 
searches the input text for trigger words and uses the rules attached with them to extract the 
required data. It achieved 44% recall and 55% precision on an IE task from 100 texts, the 
state-of-the-art performance in 1993. In the New York University's Proteus IE system 
(Grishman, 1997), names were identified by a set of patterns (regular expressions) that 
were represented in terms of part-of-speech, syntactic structures, orthographic features like 
capitalization and a dictionary of name list. Figure 2.6 illustrates the architecture of the 
Proteus system. Other rule-based IE systems include AutoSlog (Riloff, 1996), and 
RAPIER (Califf and Mooney 1997). 
Figure 02.6: Proteus system architecture. (Kaiser and Miksch, 2005) 
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2.2.4.4 Automatic Training Approach 
This approach requires someone who has enough knowledge about the domain and the 
tasks of the system to annotate the texts appropriately. However, statistical parsing needs a 
large amount of training data and labelling parse trees manually from text. Therefore it's 
an expensive process. In case any change occurs to the IE system specifications, 
reannotation of the training data is also necessary (Appelt and Israel, 1999). Some of the 
machine learning approaches used for IE systems include decision trees (Sekine et al, 
1998); Maximum Entropy (Mikheev and Grover, 1998), Hidden Markov Models (Bikel et. 
al, 1997) and support vector machines (Asahara and Matsumoto, 2003). Among these 
approaches, the evaluation performance of HMM is shown to be higher than other 
techniques (Zhou and Su, 2002). The main reason may be due to its ability to better capture 
the locality of phenomena, which indicates names in texts. Moreover, HMM seems to be 
more used in IE because of the efficiency of the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 67) used in 
decoding the NE-class state sequence. In addition, HMMs are known for their ability to 
make use of the history events to predict the next event. Bikel et al. (1997) proposed a 
HMM-based NER system, the first high-performance statistical NE recognition system. 
This approach requires NE labeled data to learn state transition probabilities and per state 
word generation probabilities. This approach is easy to implement and has very good 
performances (Huang, 2005). Transformation-based Learning (Brill, 1995) is an error- 
driven machine learning technique which applies sequences of transformation rules to 
maximally decrease the number of errors from the initial classification. It has been 
successfully applied to POS tagging and NP chunking and word sense disambiguation 
problems and they are further applied in the NER problem (Ngai & Florian, 2001). Several 
statistical systems are developed for the English language such as IdentiFinder (Bikel et al, 
1999) which architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.7, IdentiFinder is a HMM that learns to 
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recognize and classify names, dates, times and numerical quantities, The Kent Ridge 
Digital Labs system (Bai and Wu, 1998), MENE (Borthwick et al, 1998), and RoboTag 
(Bennett et al, 1997), etc. 
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Figure 02.7: IdentiFinder system architecture. (Weischedel et al. 1996) 
2.2.5 Information Extraction Architecture 
In summary IE systems are composed of four main modules which are tokenization, 
morphological and lexical processing, syntactic analysis, and Domain analysis (Kaiser and 
Miksch, 2005) as shown in the left-hand column of Figure 2.8. However, depending on 
what one is concerned with, some phases may not be essential. Furthermore, to the 
components in the left-hand column, IE systems may comprise components from the right- 
hand column, depending on the particular requirements of the application. However, 
Appelt and Israel (1999) summarize the factors which will affect the system whether it 
requires additional components over the four essential components as follows: 
" Language of the text. Some languages like Semitic languages will require 
morphological and word segmentation processing. 
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  Genre. For instance informal text may contain misspellings and ungrammatical 
constructs that require special analysis that newspaper texts in general do not need. 
  Text properties. Very long texts may require IR techniques to identify the relevant 
sections for processing. 
  Task. Tasks like entity identification are relatively simple, but if the task involves 
extracting events, then entire clauses may have to be analyzed together. 
Tokenization 
Lexicon and 
Morphology 
Parsing 
Domain-specific 
Analysis 
Text Sectionizing 
and Filtering 
Part of Speech 
Tagging 
Coreference 
Merging Partial 
Results 
Figure 02.8: The architecture of information extraction systems (Kaiser and Miksch, 2005) 
2.2.6 Information Extraction Applications 
There are a number of different applications where information extraction can have a 
practical use: 
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L Police 
The AVENTINUS Project aims at supporting an Advanced Information System for 
Multinational Drug Enforcement (Kokkinakis, 1998). It is an EU funded research and 
development programme set up to build an information system for multinational drug 
enforcement. The goal of the project is to support drug enforcement with multilingual 
linguistic expertise; hence the project is working to build tools to assist police in criminal 
investigations relating to drug trafficking. The project includes multilingual access and 
extraction of information from allocated sources, where information bits exist in the form 
of texts, pictures, and graphic representations, etc (Cunningham et al, 2000). 
ii. Academic Research 
Academic journals and publications are growing rapidly and becoming available on-line 
and present a prime source of material for IE technology. Enzyme and Metabolic Path 
Information Extraction (EMPathIE) project aims to use IE to a bioinformatics task such as 
the construction of an Enzyme and Metabolic Pathways database by filling in templates 
about enzymes and enzyme activities from electronic versions of relevant bimolecular 
journals. One of the motivations for the EMPathIE application was the existence of a 
manually created database for the same application. The Enzyme and Metabolic Path 
(EMP) database contains over 20,000 records of enzyme reactions, collected from journal 
articles published since 1964 (Selkov et al., 1996). Figure 2.9 illustrates the modules of the 
EMPathIE system. 
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File mew layout Options UU'lities EMPATHIE MODULES 
Figure 2.9: EMPathIE system modules within GATE (Humphreys, 2000) 
iii. Employment 
The TRans European Employment (TREE) aims to provide a system where employees would 
be able to read job opportunity announcements in any of the several European languages. It 
summarizes the extracted adverts into a base schema. TREE therefore offers two 
significant services: intelligent search and summarization in one hand, and the production 
of outputs in the desired language in the other hand (Somers et al., 1997). 
Finance 
The Fast Accurate Categorization of Information using Language Engineering (FACILE) 
project (Black et al, 1998) which uses IE techniques, aims to achieve the filtering of news 
by fine-grained knowledge-based categorization, Figure 2.10 illustrates the architecture of 
the system. The system has been initially developed as an applied research project 
involving research centers, industrial bodies and end-user organizations. The project is a 
considerable success story in the financial field. Moreover, the system was adopted by the 
main Italian financial news agency and has been running continuously since January 1998 
(Ciravegna, 2000). The FACILE system categorizes texts in four languages: English, 
German, Italian and Spanish. However, these are just application domains and there are 
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several other application areas were IE is effective such as fault diagnosis (Ciravegna et al, 
1992), law (Piltrosanti & Graziadio, 1997), medicine (Sager, 1981), etc. 
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Figure 2.10: FACILE system architecture (Black, 1998) 
2.3 Arabic Natural Language Processing Challenges 
Arabic NLP is still in its initial stages compared to the work on other languages such as 
English, which has benefited from the extensive research in this field. There are some 
aspects that slow down progress in Arabic NLP compared to the accomplishments in other 
European languages (Al-Daimi and Abdel-Amir, 1994). Semitic languages in general and 
Arabic scripted languages in particular, present a challenge to the automated approaches 
for Proper Names and/or NE recognition. That is why systems dealing with Semitic or 
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Arabic NE have to adopt different techniques to overcome such challenges which can be 
summarised as follows: 
  Arabic is a highly inflectional and derivational language, from one root several words 
can be obtained, as shown in Table 2.4. This issue makes the morphological analysis a 
very complex task. Its grammatical system is traditionally described in terms of a root- 
and-pattern structure, with about 10,000 roots (Ali, 1988). 
Table 02.4: Word derivation from the root "ktb " 
Word The translation 
"SA Write 
Book 
""its Writer 
Written 
Small book 
  The absence of diacritics (which represent most vowels) in the written texts creates 
ambiguity and therefore, complex morphological rules are required to identify the 
tokens and parse the text. For example, the word () without vowels can mean the 
proper name (Ali) or the preposition (on). This ambiguity will be a critical problem in 
language processing as an Arabic word can have several meanings. 
  Several types of affix are agglutinated to the beginning and the end of the words: 
prefixes, suffixes and infixes. 
  The writing direction is from right-to-left and some of the characters change their 
shapes based on their location in the word. 
  Capitalization is not used in Arabic, which makes it hard to identify proper names, 
acronyms, and abbreviations. 
  Words are separated by space and other punctuation marks. Nevertheless, prepositions 
are agglutinated to the word appearing after them, making the boundary between the 
word and the preposition invisible. 
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  Most of the research in Arabic NLP systems mainly concentrated on the field of 
morphological analysis (Ditters, 2001 and Jaccarini, 2001). 
In addition to the above linguistic issues, there is also a lack of Arabic corpora, lexicons, 
and machine readable dictionaries, which are essential to advance research in different 
areas (Samy, 2005). Obviously, Arabic is also very different from European languages at 
syntactic and semantic levels. 
2.4 Related Work 
In this section we review and evaluate some Named Entity recognition systems developed 
for the Arabic language and we discuss some of the issues related to these systems in 
particular and to the future of NE recognition in Arabic in general. However it is worth 
noting that these systems adopted various approaches and used different corpora. On the 
other hand there are some systems such as (Harmain and Aljohar, 2001) designed as a 
general framework for an Arabic IE system but without any implementation of the 
suggested system components. Work on Arabic language can be classified into two 
categories, those systems that work on transliterated Arabic texts and those working on 
pure Arabic texts. In this chapter we will give a general view of these systems based on the 
information extraction method used (rule-based or statistical) and whether the system is 
dealing with raw Arabic texts or transliterated texts. 
2.4.1 Systems Using Transliterated Arabic Texts 
Transliteration is the process of representing words from one language using the alphabet 
or writing system of another language (Arbabi et al., 1994). Transliteration from a 
language like Arabic would differ depending on the target language. An example is the 
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Arabic name ý, -ºý, which could be transliterated into English as `Mustafa' or 
`Mustapha', while a likely French transliteration would be `Moustafa' or `Moustapha'. As 
multilingual NER is concerned, the transliteration of the NE included alternative spelling 
variants where the original language of the name is usually not known. Several variants 
could also be found in the same language. 
2.4.1.1 Rule Based Technique 
Samy et al. (2005) adopted an approach that relies on two main types of resources; parallel 
corpora and previously developed tools for other languages. Their implementation relies on 
this basic assumption: "Given a pair of sentences where each is the translation of the other; 
and given that in one sentence one or more NE were detected, then the corresponding 
aligned sentence should contain the same NE either translated or transliterated". While 
they report high precision and recall, it should be noted that their approach is applicable 
only when a parallel corpus is available. 
2.4.1.2 Statistical Techniques 
Larkey et al. (2003) have presented a statistical technique for English to Arabic 
transliteration. This technique requires no heuristics or linguistic knowledge of either 
language. This technique learns translation probabilities between English and Arabic 
characters from a training sample of pairs of transliterated words from the two languages. 
The data they used to train and test the system was a parallel list of 148,599 English and 
Arabic proper nouns, the list contained both person names and place names. They showed 
the importance of the proper names component in cross language tasks involving 
searching, tracking, retrieving, or extracting information. In particular, they concluded that 
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a combination of static proper name (English-Arabic) translation, plus transliteration 
provides a successful solution. Zitouni et al, (2005) have adopted a statistical approach for 
the entity detection and recognition (EDR). In their work, a mention can be either named 
(e. g. John Mayor), nominal (the president) or pronominal (she, it). An entity is the 
aggregate of all the mentions (of any level) which refer to one conceptual entity. This 
extended definition of the entity has proved the suitability of their approach. Benajiba and 
Rosso (2008) produced a Named Entity Recognition (NER) system using Support Vector 
Machines (SVMs) and a combination of both language independent and language 
dependent features for Arabic NER. However, using SVM for the Arabic language is 
inappropriate for various reasons. First the input to the SVM tagger has to be a 
transliterated (written in Latin letters) Arabic text (Shamsi and Guessoum, 2006). 
Moreover the SVM model is weak in estimating a classification for very low frequency 
words; also it was observed that training the SVM model is slow (Takeuchi and Collier, 
2002). Second, in their system they employ sets of features. In addition they use the 
nationality as contextual and a lexical feature, they argue that marking nationalities in the 
input text is useful information in detecting NEs as it used as precursors to recognizing NE. 
However they illustrated this issue by giving the example shown in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5: An example showing a proper noun after a keyword (Benajiba and Rosso, 2009) 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
j 4AA, 0;. A r-J Ai And the Iranian president Mahmoud declared 
But, as we illustrated in the examples given in Figure 7.6 the Arabic phrase can be 
established in different forms in the text. Hence we cannot constantly mark the word next 
to the nationality as a NE. Moreover the nationality sometimes does not refer to the human 
at all as the examples given in Table 2.6. In addition they use a feature called 
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Corresponding English Capitalization (CAP). The insight is that if the translation begins 
with a capital letter, then it is most probably a NE. However this assumption is imprecise, 
and to clarify this point consider this examples given in Table 2.6 which are not Named 
Entities. 
Table 0.6: Non named entity words starting with a capital letter. 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
+AI L14s11 The French chickens 
411411 s+ I The Italian shoes 
y, +'t3 , y1JI 
41 The British cows 
S jL . tl The American cigarette 
404--all jj 1 The Chinese rice 
laul The Saudi oil 
2.4.1.3 Dictionary Technique 
Pouliquen et al. (2005) developed a tool for multilingual person name recognition that 
focuses on the "Who" part of the analysis of large news text. However, they consider in 
their system, as do most of the approaches used in the field, the proper noun next to the 
trigger word as shown in figure 2.11 where the words in italics show the trigger words 
(former Prime Minister, 6XJI ý}ºý Luw'j) and (Rafik Hariri, cy. }-)-Il Jv1j) the proper noun. 
Language rear 
English ... death of ornier Prince Minister Rafik Hariri, blamed by many opposition 
Spanish ... asesinato del ex rimer ministro Rafic al-Hariri, ue la o siciön atribu 
ö... 
French 
... l'assassinat de 1'«x-dir7 eant Raflc Hariri et le d'art du chef 
de la ... Dutch na de moord Op oud- remier Raff al-Hariri gingen gisteren bijna een... 
German ... 
libanesischen Re ier uin sehe Raflk Harlri vor einem Monat wichti 
Slovene dan e libanrorl. ske. a remiera Rafika Hariri a. Libanonska o zici'a si... 
Estonian möödwnisele eb enninister Raft al-Hariri stuma p6hjustanud- 
Arabic 
... 
14l.. ý" L.! 'O3w J+Jýý ý, +L. J! aI:,, jYJL , uJ I. 
Russian 
... 
E , euiz, i) )e3lbep-, 11tIHI(C71r J7rraaua Pa im Xa Hu Karo bu"t... 
Figure 2.11: Examples of a proper noun next to a trigger word (Pouliquen et al., 2005) 
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Kashani et al. (2006) proposes a novel spelling based method for the automatic 
transliteration of proper nouns from Arabic to English which exploits various types of 
letter-based alignments. The approach consists of three phases: the first phase uses single 
letter alignments, the second phase uses alignments over groups of letters to deal with 
diacritics and missing vowels in the English output, and the third phase exploits various 
knowledge sources to repair any remaining errors. They used a list of name pairs, i. e. 
names written in Arabic and correctly transliterated into English. They used two different 
sources. The first source was a set of named entities and their transliterations which are 
annotated in the LDC Arabic Treebank. The second source was the Arabic-English Parallel 
News corpus automatically tagged using an entity tagger. They aligned the tagged parallel 
texts and extracted the aligned names. In total, 9660 name pairs are prepared from these 
two sources. 
2.4.2 Review of Work Using Raw Arabic Language 
2.4.2.1 Rule Based Technique 
Saleem (2004) presented a technique to extract names from text by building a database and 
graphs to represent the words that might form a name and the relationships between them. 
First he marks the phrases that might include names, second he build graphs to represent 
the words in these phrases and the relationships between them, third he apply rules to find 
the names. He tested the technique on 500 articles from the AI-Raya newspaper (2003), 
published in Qatar and the system extracted 78.4% of the names found in the text. As we 
illustrated above the main elementary tools for processing any language for any NLP 
application are the morphological analyzer and POS tagger. In general, the morphological 
analyzer gives multiple (ambiguous) labels or tags for a word and the POS tagger is then 
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used to resolve the ambiguity by assigning the most appropriate tag. Whenever the results 
of the POS tagger are precise then the entire results of the application are accurate and vice 
versa. However the majority of the systems used in the field adopted approach that 
combined several rules and predefined name lists (gazetteers). Shaalan and Raza (2007) 
developed a system, Person Name Entity Recognition for Arabic (PERA), using a rule- 
based approach. The system consists of a lexicon, in the form of gazetteer name lists, and a 
grammar, in the form of regular expressions, which are responsible for recognizing person 
name entities. The PERA architecture is shown in Figure 2.12. 
Text 
<. Data Collection 
Rule-based System 
Whitelist Acquisition from ACE 
Dictionary & Treebank corpus 
(1) Gazetteer 
ý 
Intemet Resources 
Names Da: ahases 
V Dýctionanes 
(2) Grammar Arabic Configuration script 
V 
If, [ter 
Blacklist 
Dictionary 
Annotated 
Text 
Figure 2.12: The architecture of the PERA System (Shaalan and Raza, 2007) 
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However the arrangement of the Arabic phrase does not always take one structure. 
Sometimes the proper noun in the phrase appears next to the keyword and sometimes 
appears after four or five words after the keyword and sometimes the proper noun appears 
before the keyword and sometimes the proper noun is completely omitted from the phrase. 
Consequently we cannot constantly mark the words next to the keyword as a proper noun, 
as the example in Table 2.7 given by Shaalan and Raza (2007). 
Table 02.7: An example of an Arabic phrase 
The Arabic phrase The English translation 
V=1 I sp . Ij I awl The Jordanian king Abdullah II, 
This phrase can exist in different forms in the Arabic text as the examples given in Figure 
2.13. However (Shaalan and Raza, 2007) and (Mesfar, 2007) did not mention in their 
systems how to deal with such cases. 
AL ii 1999; U- wi J"A3I JL3 y1 JJ I +JA. &3 
The previous Jordanian king Husain Bin Talal died in 1999 
&113 c1! ('- 4 +4, Stl" l bl a00 
Abdullah II the Jordanian king departed from Amman to London 
ýjwl -*4 V' . 4,4- Aýjl Cil awl CA The Jordanian king said the conference will take place next November 
Figure 2.13: Different forms ofArabic phrases 
2.4.2.2 Statistical Technique 
Shamsi and Guessoum (2006) presented a statistical approach that uses a Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM) to build POS tagging of Arabic text as shows in Figure 2.14. They have 
developed their corpus of native Arabic articles, which they have manually tagged. The 
tagger was trained on 27594 nouns, 23554 verbs, 5722 adjectives and 5384 proper nouns. 
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Their system relies on the output of the Buckwalter morphological analyzer, however the 
inadequacy of their system is that they select the first output of the Buckwalter as the 
correct result for a given word. (person name), but the first output of the Buckwalter as 
shown in figure 2.15 is imperfect verb which means "he made a peace". 
Arabic text 
Tokeriizer 
Tokens 
Stemmer 
Stemm ed Text 
HMM POS Tagger 
41 Tagger 
SLM 
POS taWd text 
Figure 02.14: The architecture of Shamsi and Guessoum's system (Shamsi and Guessoum, 2006) 
Generally, this is not accurate and this lead to incorrect results as illustrated in Table 2.8. 
Table 02.8: Incorrect tagging of the word Salem 
The Arabic phrase The English translation 
4ý1 A" i., A3 Salem went to the library 
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No doubt that the correct tag of the word (Salem, ) in this example is a proper noun 
According to this incorrect tag all the result of Shamsi and Guessoum's system which is 
relying on this tag will be inaccurate. 
Initializing in-memory dictionary handler. 
Loading dictionary : dictPrefixes . 78 entries totalizing 299 forms 
Loading dictionary: dictStems ................... 38600 lemmas and 47261 entries totalizing 
82158 forms 
Loading dictionary: dictSuffixes .. 
206 entries totalizing 618 forms 
Loading compatibility table : tableAB ... 
1648 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableAC . 
598 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableBC .. 
1285 entries 
... 
done. 
Initializing in memory solutions handler. 
... done. 
possible analysis 
f -k- the input word =VERB_IMPERFECT 
possible analysis 
of the input word =NOUN PROP 
Figure 02.15: The output of Buckwalter for the word (Salem, 
Consider the example shown in Table 2.9 the correct tag of the word (Dubai, 40-+) is proper 
noun (city name). 
Table 02.9: An example showing an incorrect tag for the word Dubai 
The Arabic phrase The English Translation 
40. + C. - jAk- Departure from Dubai 
However the first output of the Buckwalter for the word (Dubai, ) as shown in Figure 
2.16 is noun. Consequently, the results which they obtained will be also incorrect. 
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However we have examined numerous words with Buckwalter morphological analyzer, 
and we have found the correct tag of the majority of them are not the first output, therefore 
this approach is not applicable. 
Initializing in-memory dictionary handler. 
Loading dictionary : dictPrefixes . 78 entries totalizing 299 forms 
Loading dictionary: dictStems .................. 3 8600 lemmas and 47261 entries totalizing 
82158 forms 
Loading dictionary : dictSuffixes .. 206 entries totalizing 618 forms 
Loading compatibility table : tableAB . 1648 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableAC . 598 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableBC . 1285 entries 
... done. Initializing in-memory solutions handler. 
... done. 
possible analysis 
of the input word =NOUN 
possible analysis 
of the input word =ADJ 
possible analysis 
of the input word =NOUN 
possible analysis 
of the input word =NOUN PROP 
Figure 02.16: The output of Buckwalter for the word (Dubai,. 
Furthermore, the systems adopted statistical approach required a large amount of training 
data to improve the system performance. However it is essential to have someone to make 
ready the training data (corpus), a corpus of texts needs to be collected and further 
processed properly for the information to be extracted. Once a suitable training corpus is 
available, a training algorithm is needed to run over the corpus to derive statistics that are 
used to build up a trained model that the system can employ in analyzing and processing 
new data (Eikvil, 1999). In addition any word in the corpus given an incorrect tag will 
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certainly have a massive impact on the overall precision of the system. Benajiba, Rosso, & 
Benedi, (2007) presents a NER system adjusted to the Arabic language, they adopted 
statistical approach namely maximum entropy. However their experimental lack of very 
crucial tool i. e. part of speech tagger. Moreover they used a limited number of articles as a 
training corpus. 
2.4.3 Classification of Arabic Named Entity Systems 
As we have seen in the previous sections the systems used in the Arabic field, either 
adopted a rule based or statistical approach, applied into two types of text, transliterated 
text and raw text. We have summarized these systems as shown in table 2.10 depending on 
the approaches which have been adopted and the type of the text has been applied. 
Table 02.10: Classification of some systems depending on the approach and the text applied 
Transliteration Arabic Raw Arabic 
Rule Based   Samy et al. (2005) " Saleem (2004) 
  Shaalan and Raza 
(2007) 
Statistical   Larkey et al. (2003)   Shamsi and Guessoum 
  Zitouni et al, (2005) (2006) 
  Benajiba and Rosso   Benajiba et al (2007) 
(2008) 
other   Pouliquen et al. (2005) 
  Kashani et al (2006) 
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Using transliterated Arabic text into the NER systems presents some challenges, these 
challenges can be summarized as a follows: 
  Arabic lack some sounds and letters from the other language. For instance, there is 
no perfect match for "a" in English this leads to ambiguities in the process of 
transliteration. 
  The omission of diacritics and vowels in almost all the Arabic writings. Diacritics 
are considered to be one of the main causes of ambiguity when dealing with Arabic 
proper nouns. 
  The existence of common Arabic mistakes in which different characters are used 
interchangeably; like Hamza errors (1 61 6) 6 1) Yaa errors (cj " c5), and Taa 
Marbuta errors (' o). 
  Most of the systems uses the transliteration text recognises only the proper noun 
and excludes the rest of the named entity. 
  Generally the systems rely on the transliteration text, for instance (Samy et al, 
2005) require a corpus in the target language containing the correct transliteration. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter we provided an overview of the field of Information Retrieval in general 
and Information Extraction in particular and we have summarised the development in the 
field. We found that IE has four main tasks and one of the most important of these tasks is 
Named Entity recognition which is the topic of this thesis. There are two basic approaches 
to IE system development: the rule based Approach and the automatic training approach. 
This was followed by a short review of some application domains of IE for the English 
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language. The chapter also reviewed the development of the IE field for the Arabic 
language. We first started by summarizing the challenges faced by IE systems for the 
Arabic language and the limitations Arabic NLP resources. This was followed by a 
thorough review of NER systems in Arabic. The chapter concluded by summarizing and 
classifying the research efforts in the NER field in Arabic. The next chapter describes in 
details the characteristics of the Arabic language. 
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Chapter 3 
Introduction to the Arabic Language 
3.1 Introduction 
The Arabic language is the sixth most widely spoken language in the world. More 
than 300 millions of people over the world are using the Arabic language as their first or 
second language. It is the official language in 22 countries. Unlike the Indo-English 
languages, Arabic is written from right to left and most of the letters in an Arabic word are 
connected with each other except very few letters which can stand alone. Additionally, 
there is no special feature in Arabic language such as a capital letter in the beginning of a 
word to indicate for instance proper names such as the names of people, and countries as is 
the case in languages such as English and French. This fact increases the ambiguity in the 
text and as a result, tasks such as Information Extraction (IE) generally and Named Entity 
Recognition (NER) in particular are more complicated in Arabic. 
The Arabic Language can be classified into three types: Classical Arabic (, rýº w_ýOº), 
Modem Standard Arabic (tº;. ý1º %ý+. *. ), and Colloquial Arabic dialects ( Wº ". OI). 
Classical Arabic is the language of the holy Quran. It could be also viewed as the language 
of the pre-Islamic poets. This language is fully vowelized and is rarely used in today's 
everyday writing. Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) is the language of today's Arabic 
newspapers, magazines, periodicals, letters and modem writers. It is also used as the 
medium of oral communication in formal speeches and in television and radio broadcasts. 
MSA could be viewed as classical since there have been no major changes modifying the 
structure of the classical language. MSA, however, differs from Classical Arabic in two 
aspects: adopting minor stylistic changes and expanding the lexicon to include new 
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technical terms (Aljohar, 1999). Colloquial Arabic dialects, on the other hand, consist of 
the languages of the different Arab countries. There are two main classes of Arabic 
dialects: the Eastern dialects of Egypt, Sudan, and the Middle East, and the Western 
dialects of North Africa (Tomokiyo, 2003). These dialect classes are distinguished by the 
reduction of the vowel system in the Eastern dialects and a contrast in the stress system 
(Janet, 2002). Dialects are used for every-day oral communications by the people of the 
Arab dialect areas. There are no written transcripts for such dialects (Harmain and Aljohar, 
2001). 
The Arabic language belongs to the Semitic languages group that includes the Hebrew 
language. Arabic differs from Indo-European languages syntactically, morphologically and 
semantically (Sabri et al, 2006). The Arabic alphabet contains 28 letters, 25 are consonant, 
and the remaining 3 are used as long vowels. These are the same as the "ea" in beak, the 
"oo" in food, and the "a" in dad. The Arabic alphabet has a special feature that is the huge 
number of diacriticals points and slashes above and under the letters. Moreover, these 
diacriticals are usually used to distinguish between consonants. In addition Arabic script is 
complicated due to the context sensitivity of its characters' writing. The majority of the 
letters have four appearances depending on their position in the word (beginning, middle, 
end and separate). 
Table 3.1 gives an example of the different forms of the letter "gh" in different positions. 
Some letters of the Arabic alphabet look similar in shape but are distinguished from one 
another by the position of small dots called "diacritical points" (. +) "Nuqta". For example 
4 tL have the same shape, but 4 has one dot below, ' and Cj have two and three dots 
above respectively. L, C and t are differentiated from one another by the position of the 
dot or the absence of it. The same is true for . and 1,1 and 3, csr and LO, ua and u, 
i and . 
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and e and k. letter cs y is written with two dots below or without dots. Moreover there are 
some Arabic consonants which have no equivalent in the English alphabet. 
Table 3.1: The variation of the letter (gh)1. 
Beginning Middle End Separate 
On the other hand the Arabic language had originally no signs for the short vowels; 
however vowels are usually not indicated in Arabic books, journals or in any written 
matter, unless when the correct pronunciation of a word is to be made sure. A person who 
knows Arabic grammar can read correctly any Arabic text without the help of vowel sign 
forming part of the text, but non Arabic or beginner readers very much needs them. Every 
consonant in a vocalized Arabic text is provided with a vowel sign (sometimes indicated 
and often omitted in writing). There are three short vowels in the Arabic language; ( 1, 
fathah) is a small diagonal stroke above a consonant, it is indicated with vowel "a" in 
English word "man", ( 1, d ah) which is a small sign above a consonant it is 
identical with vowel "u" in the English word "bull", and (4 r i, kasrah) a small diagonal 
stroke under a consonant, it is identical with "i" in the English word "finish". 
3.2 The Morphology of the Arabic Language 
The term morphology comes from the antique Greek (morphe) and means shape or form. 
The general definition of morphology is "the study of form or pattern", i. e. the shape and 
arrangement of parts of an object, and how these "conform" to create a whole or Gestalt 
(Ritchey, 1998). The morphological analyzer retrieves for a given word all its possible 
readings as shown in Table 3.2. 
(1) We used the Qalam transliteration scheme to present any Arabic word or sentences throughout our thesis. 
The transliteration chart is found in Appendix A. 
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Table 03.2: Morphological analysis of the word e-U 
Word Transliteration POS Tag Meaning 
cl: ý qabla Preposition Before 
qabila Perfect Verb (he) accepted 
qubila Passive form, past tense (it-masculine) was accepted 
qabbala Perfect Verb (he) kissed 
The Arabic language has a rich vocabulary and a complex morphology. The morphological 
representation of Arabic is rather complex because of the morphological variation and the 
agglutination phenomenon (Kadri and Benyamina, 1992). Arabic is a highly inflectional 
language with 85% of words derived from trilateral roots. Moreover, there are around 
10.000 independent roots (Al- Fedaghi and Al-Anzi, 1989). Arabic roots are surrounded by 
a huge number of prefixes, suffixes, or both. Furthermore the prefix and suffix could be 
associated to any type of Arabic word such as noun, verb, adjective etc. The prefix and 
suffix are considered as an indicator of the grammatical category of the word such as 
person, numbers and gender as illustrated in Table 3.3 
Table 03.3: A sample of Arabic affixes 
Antefixes prefixes suffixes postfixes 
LUJ ,t 
3LS 
,, 
a', Jlidu U joL" , iýº, iý, 
t.., t.. s 
,4 
Prepositions meaning Letters Terminations of Pronouns meaning 
respectively: and with the, and meaning the conjugation for verbs respectively: your, 
the, with the, then the, as the, conjugation and dual/plural/female their, your, their, 
and to (for) the, the, the, and person of marks for nouns my, her, our, their, 
with, and to (for), then will then verbs in the your, your, his, 
with, then to (for), and will, as, present tense my 
then, and, with, to (for) 
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Moreover, prefixes can be combined with each other; accordingly the result will be 
compound prefixes, and the same can be occurring to the suffixes, Table 3.4 shows an 
example for the word (negotiate, u; -ju) combined with all types of affixes. 
Table 3.4: An agglutinated form of the Arabic word "eoLt_k, L J, to negotiate with them " 
antefix prefix core suffix postfix 
Preposition 
meaning "to" 
A letter meaning the tense 
and the person of conjugation 
negotiate Termination of 
conjugation 
A person 
meaning "them" 
In addition the root itself can be extracted from the stem, as shown in Table 3.5. 
Table 03.5: Root extraction from the stem "enter, L/-ij1". 
The stem The root 
Arabic meaning cyºJ Ji. 13 
Translation Enter Entered 
In Semitic languages like Arabic the majority of nouns, verbs and adjectives are derived 
from a known set of roots to which infixes are added as shown in Table 3.6. 
Table 03.6: A sample of words extracted from the root (write/Z}. 
The word prefrx suffix Translation 
- Write 
4 - He write 
- She write 
We write 
Write (for masculine and feminine) 
They write (for dual masculine) 
They write ( for dual feminine) 
They write (for masculine) 
v: cf v They write (for feminine) 
Text in Arabic can be written with or without diacritic indicators. A word like (uy rý) 
(without diacritic indicators), will have different meanings such as (studyk ) and 
(lesson/ cri ý) etc. Certainly, the diacritic text is more adjusted for the human reader as it is 
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easy to read and pronounce. Unfortunately, the majority of Arabic written texts in recent 
years such as magazines, newspapers and electronic texts do not include diacritics. 
Diacritic indicators are only used in some specialized books such as children, religious and 
poetry books. However, a morphology system is the backbone of NLP. No application in 
this field can survive without a high-quality morphology system to assist it. 
The Arabic language has its own characteristics that are not found in other languages, i. e. 
the extremely complex morphology. This has made it a very challenging research area. 
Hegazi and ElSharkawi (1986) produced a system to identify the root of any Arabic word 
along with morphological patterns and word categories. The system has also been used for 
recognition and adjustment mistakes in spelling and vowelization. A1-Fedaghi and Al- 
Anzi (1989) developed an algorithm to generate the root and the pattern of a given Arabic 
word, the core concept in the algorithm is to locate the position of the three letters of a 
possible triliteral root in the pattern and check to see whether the candidate trigram appears 
in a list of known roots. EI-Sadany and Hashish (1989) developed an algorithm designed to 
perform both analysis and generation and was able to deal with vowelized, semi- 
vowelized, and non-vowelized Arabic words. 
Al-Shalabi and Evens (1998) developed a system that removes the longest possible prefix 
from the word where the three letters of the root must lie somewhere in the first four or 
five characters of the remainder, then he generates some combinations and checks each one 
of them with all the roots in the file. Roeck and Waleed Al-Fares (2000) developed a 
clustering algorithm for Arabic words sharing the same verbal root; they used root-based 
clusters to substitute for dictionaries in indexing for information retrieval. Beesley and 
Karttunen (2000) developed a new method for constructing finite-state transducers that 
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involves reapplying a regular-expression compiler to its own output. They implemented the 
system using an algorithm called compilereplace. 
Berri (2001) created a system consisting of three main modules: a rule knowledge base 
which has the regular and irregular morphological rules of the Arabic grammar, a set of 
word lists containing the exceptions handled by the irregular rules, and a matching 
algorithm that matches the words to the rules. Darwish (2002) presented a morphological 
analyzer called Sebawai, this analyzer identifies the prefix, stem and suffix parts for a 
given word and uses morphological rules for deriving roots from stems. Buckwalter (2004) 
developed a morphological analyzer and this will be described in details in Chapter 4 since 
we used this analyzer in our system. 
3.3 Arabic Stemming 
A stemming algorithm is a computational procedure which reduces all words with the 
same root (or, if prefixes are left untouched, the same stem) to a common form (Lovins, 
1968). One of the simplest stemming techniques used in English and many other western 
European languages is by stripping each word of its derivational and inflectional suffixes. 
In this approach lists of suffixes are used to reduce words to their bare form. The most 
common stemming algorithms for English are Porter (Porter, 1980) and Lovins (Lovins, 
1968). Kraaij (1996) concluded that stemming improves recall. Despite the fact that the 
Arabic language is very difficult to stem, stemming appears to have more positive effect 
when the language is highly inflected (Popovic and Willett, 1992). However, there are 
significant works done on stemming Arabic using various approaches. Early work on 
Arabic stemming used manually constructed dictionaries. Al-Kharashi and Evens (1994) 
and Abu-Salem (1999) worked with small text collections, for which they manually built 
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dictionaries of roots and stems for each word to be indexed. The affix removal approach is 
generally called light stemming when applied to Arabic, referring to a process of stripping 
off a small set of prefixes and/or suffixes, without trying to deal with infixes, or recognize 
patterns and find roots, such as (Alj layl, 2001) and (De Roeck, 2000). Chen and Gey 
(2002) used a parallel English-Arabic corpus and an English stemmer to cluster Arabic 
words into stem classes based on their mappings to English stem classes. Rogati (2003) 
uses a statistical machine translation approach that learns to split words into prefix, stem, 
and suffix by training on a small hand annotated training set and using a parallel corpus. 
Rule-based stemming for Arabic is a problem studied by many researchers; an excellent 
overview is provided by (Larkey, 2002). In our application, we adopted the Buckwalter's 
stemmer (Buckwalter, 2004) which returns all valid segmentations based on the fact that an 
Arabic prefix length can go from zero to four characters, the stem can consist of one or 
more characters, and the suffix can consist of zero to six characters. All the valid 
segmentation solutions are then passed through to the POS tagger. 
3.4 Arabic Parts of Speech 
POS tagging is the process of assigning a part-of-speech tag such as noun, verb, pronoun, 
preposition, adverb, adjective or other tags to each word in a sentence. It reflects the word 
syntactic category based on its context for the purposes of resolving lexical ambiguity 
(Jurafsky, 2000). There are three main approaches for the parts of speech tagging that can 
be classified as: 
" Linguistic approach: consists of coding the essential knowledge in a set of rules 
written by linguists. 
" Statistical approach: needs a few amount of human effort; however in the recent 
year this approach has been used successfully particularly hidden Markov Models. 
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" Learning algorithms: obtains a language model from a training corpus and uses an 
example-based learning method and a distance measure to make a decision on 
which of the previously learned examples is more similar to the word to be tagged. 
In the last decade, tagging has been one of the most interesting problems in the natural 
language learning community (Andrew, 2003). It is the essential basic tools required in 
speech recognition, parsing, information retrieval, information extraction, and developing 
language corpus. The majority of the words in the text have more than one morphological 
analysis. The responsibility of POS tagger is to assigning each word with the most suitable 
morphological tag. The word marked with a bold font in Table 3.7 represents the correct 
POS tag for each word in the sentence. 
Table 03.7: Part-of-Speech tagging for the sentence i 
Word Transliteration POS Tag Meaning 
kataba Verb He wrote 
kutub Noun Books 
Farid Proper Noun Farid 
Farid Adjective Unique 
clý gabla Preposition Before 
qabila Perfect Verb (he) accepted 
qabbala Perfect Verb (He) kissed 
qubila Passive form, past tense (It-masculine) was 
Wasym Proper Noun Wasym 
Wasym Adjective beautiful 
Arab grammarians have divided the parts of speech into three categories, (noun, e. -I) (verb, 
cl*i) and (particle, ýY ). In the Arabic language there are a number of signs that point out 
whether a word is a noun or a verb. One of them is the affix of the word: some of the 
affixes are used with verbs; some of them are used with nouns; and some of them are used 
with verbs and nouns, for instance verbs can be attached to a prefix indicating the future 
(cstl, s/ will) or preceded by a word indicating the future (ii-, swfa / will) and word 
preceded by a definite article (J I, the) must be a noun. The patterns are another sign to 
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distinguish the type of the word; some of these patterns are used just for nouns; some of 
them are used just for verbs; and others are used for both. One more sign comes from 
grammatical rules; several grammatical rules can be used to distinguish between nouns and 
verbs, some letters in the Arabic language mark the nouns; others mark the verbs. 
3.4.1 Singular, Dual and Plural in Arabic Language 
In Arabic language there are three numbers, namely: (13-Wi, the singular, 
Vii, the dual 
and the plural, 1). 
9 (-ii, . 1i The singular): a word indicating one thing only e. g. (4+4 door ) 
the dual): a word indicating two things. In order to formulate the dual, (ui, 
an) is suffixed to the singular word in the nominative case and by (ice, yn) in the 
accusative and genitive cases. This variety of the dual depends on its position in the 
statement. In other languages like English the dual take one situation as shows in 
the example given in Table 3.8. 
Table 03.8: The position of the dual in Arabic 
The word The position The translation 
C)u-41 nominative Two boys 
ao-ji Accusative and genitive Two boys 
" (&*11, the plural): there are two kinds of plurals in Arabic; the first is (4-A &A4 the 
sound plural): When a plural retains all the vowels and consonants of the singular and 
is based on its pattern. This plural consists of two types, (&I jSIJ1 , Masculine 
sound plural): it is suffixed by (w, wn) if it is Nominative and it is suffixed (di, yn) if it 
genitive and (A 4441 q, Feminine sound plural): it is suffixed by (,,: jl at) at the 
end of a singular feminine noun, either it is definite or indefinite. All these kind of 
plurals are shown in Table 3.9. 
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Table 3.9: The position of the plural in Arabic 
The word The plural The position The translation 
Masculine sound plural / nominative The teachers 
Masculine sound plural / accusative and 
crtmifiw- 
The teachers 
ý=+ý Feminine sound plural/ in all cases The teachers 
The second type of the plural is (»'- , the Irregular plural): it varies very much 
from its singular as the example given in table 3.10. 
Table 3.10: An example of an irregular plural 
The singular The Irregular plural 
01->-), woman) (oL , women) 
3.4.2 Nouns and Noun phrases 
Arabic nouns can be subcategorized into adjectives, proper nouns and pronouns, and the 
nouns are divided into two categories, (AA, masculine) and (, feminine). The majority 
of the nouns ending with the letter (e, t) are feminine as shown in Table 3.11. The nouns 
also have three persons, one to depict the speaker (first person), one to depict the person 
being addressed (second person) and one to describe the person that is not presentd 
person). 
Table 3.11: Example of the differentiation between the masculine and feminine. 
The word Masculine Feminine 
jwl LA. 21i6 
The child child child 
ý1t1vll ý, U, ý, 4,11.1. 
The student Student Student 
', ýll -916 %Lj- 
The doctor doctor doctor 
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There are two kinds of phrases in the Arabic language, noun phrases (NP) and verb phrases 
(VP). The general. form of a noun phrase is: NP 4Subject, Predicate, as shown in the 
example given in Table 3.12. 
Table 03.12: An example of a noun phrase. 
The phrase The translation 
r- ;L YWI The door is open. 
The noun phrase usually begins with a pronoun or a noun. However, this name represents a 
specific entity such as person, animal, sun, city etc. This is the first part of the noun phrase; 
the second part represents specific information about the subject called Predicate. A 
predicate might be a noun, an adjective, or a preposition. Noun phrases sometimes start 
with a pronoun followed by a name. Hence these pronouns can be used as a clue to guide 
us to identify named entities (person's name). Examples are shown in Table 3.13. 
Table 03.13: Examples of noun phrases ending with a noun. 
The phrase The translation 
L, Iam Ali 
ýº She is Salema 
rllý ýs He is Salem 
The noun phrase can be definite or indefinite. The definite state is marked by the article (Jl, 
al / the) as in ( mal/ the doctor). Otherwise, the noun phrase is an indefinite. 
3.4.3 The Annexation Noun 
The annexation considered as a nominal expression consists of two nouns combined 
together to give meaning to one phrase or a complex phrase. The first part of this 
expression is usually isolated from a definite article. The second part, which follows the 
first word of this expression, will probably begin with a definite article. In addition the 
case of the declension of the second word is always genitive. Accordingly, some rules have 
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been generated and used in our system to obtain a named entity from the annexation 
phrase, we considered the first word as a clue, and then probably the second word is a 
named entity as shown in Table 3.14. 
Table 3.14: Examples of named entities obtained by annexation. 
The phrase The translation 
L WI The Nile river 
f-.. JUS Mohammed's book 
LAID. Lis- Tripoli market 
J. + -)13-- 
Heathrow airport 
c 4JI Al Mahdi army 
Bush administration 
r, ý Libya ambassador 
3.4.4 Verb Phrases 
The Verb is any word referring to an action in a certain time; it can be perfect, imperfect or 
imperative. In general Verbs are almost the same as in English. Perfect verbs are used to 
describe completed actions; imperfect verbs indicate uncompleted actions; while 
imperative verbs express an order. The verb phrase must begin with a verb, and the general 
form of the verb phrase is: (Verb) (Optional subject) (Optional object), as shown in the 
example given in Table 3.15. In this example all the elements of the verb phrase exist. 
Moreover, the statement is arranged in the normal form, verb, subject, and object 
respectively. 
Table 3.15: Example of a verb phrase where the verb is in the normal position. 
The phrase The translation 
, -y 
I Mohammed wrote the lesson. 
The arrangement of the subject and the object does not always follow this form. 
Sometimes the subject in the phrase comes before the object. Moreover, the subject or the 
object might be omitted from the verb phrase, since they are not required in the phrase. 
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However, it depends on the general logic of the phrase. In the example given in Table 3.16, 
the subject is omitted, because from the context we know that there is a subject in the 
statement despite it is not visible. 
Table 3.16: An example where the subject is omitted. 
The phrase The translation 
'ý +Yý of I understand English 
On the contrary of the normal position, the example given in Table 3.17 the object (the 
money, JWI) established in the phrase before the subject (Salem, ). 
Table 3.17: An example where the object comes before the subject 
The phrase The translation 
JV11w Salem took the money 
However, many techniques have been used to tag English and other European languages 
corpora. The first technique developed was the rule-based technique used by Greene and 
Rubin (1971). They used context-frame rules to select the appropriate tag for each word; 
their system achieved an accuracy of 77%. A rule-based tagger has been developed by 
Brill (1994) and achieved an accuracy of 97.5%. Statistical and hybrid part-of-speech 
taggers have been used very successfully for English; hidden Markov models were used to 
develop Part-of-Speech taggers, which achieved an accuracy of 97% (Garside, 1987). 
Church's PARTS tagger (Church, 1988) and the Xerox tagger, which was developed by 
Doug Cutting, achieved an accuracy of 96% (Cutting, 1992). Neural networks have been 
used in developing Part-of-Speech taggers, Marques (1996) developed a tagger for 
Portuguese that achieved an accuracy of 96%. However, there are insignificant works done 
in POS tagging for Arabic such that developed by Freeman (2010). A framework of a 
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hybrid Arabic POS tagger has been introduced in (Khoja, 2001) without specifying a 
particular statistical method. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) based POS tagger was 
described in (Diab et al., 2004). A Hybrid method has been developed by Yamina (2006) 
which learns tagging Arabic by a combination of based-rules and a memory-based 
learning. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter we provide an overview of the characteristic of the Arabic language, and we 
concluded that the Arabic language has its own features and characteristics particularly 
with regards to morphology. The Arabic language has a very complex morphology because 
of the derivational and inflectional nature of the language. We gave a brief review of some 
of the most popular morphological analysis systems used in the field. As a result of Arabic 
being a highly inflected language, stemming appears to have more positive effect in this 
case and we reviewed several stemmers used for the Arabic language. Finally, we 
reviewed some part of speech taggers used to tag the Arabic language. These taggers 
adopted various approaches i. e. linguistic approach, statistical approach and learning 
algorithms. 
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Chapter 4 
The Architecture of the Arabic Information Extraction System 
4.1 Introduction 
The General Architecture of Text Engineering (GATE) is one of the most popular 
software dealing with NLP. GATE is an infrastructure for developing and deploying 
software components that process human language (Cunningham et al, 2002). The 
motivating factors behind the development of GATE included the facilitation of reuse of 
components, comparative and task-based evaluation, collaborative research, software-level 
robustness, efficiency and portability (Cunningham et al, 1995). Moreover, GATE 
provides a set of NLP tools including tokeniser, gazetteer, POS tagger, chunker and parsers 
which are essential tools for any development of natural language systems. GATE is 
heavily used in research and teaching of NLP and is freely available (Cunningham, 2000). 
Hence, to exploit GATE features to achieve our research objectives, we included the 
GATE in our system. In this chapter, we will discuss in details the GATE system and the 
Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer (BAMA), as both of these systems are used in 
our application. 
4.2 The General Architecture for Text Engineering 
GATE was developed at the University of Sheffield in 1996 and is well-known in the NLP 
field and is used in various NLP applications such as information extraction (IE). GATE 
has been used for many IE projects in many languages and problem domains, such as the 
Large Scale Information Extraction (LaSIE) project. LaSIE performs named entity 
recognition, coreference resolution, template element filling and scenario template filling 
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(Gaizauskas, 1998). Advanced Information System for Multinational Drug Enforcement 
(AVENTINUS) is an EU funded research and development programme set up to build an 
information system for multinational drug enforcement (Cunningham et al, 2000). 
4.2.1 GATE Architecture 
GATE is composed of three significant subsystems as shown in Figure 4.1: 
0DM - the GATE Doctuneut Manager 
00I - the GATE Graphical Interface 
CREOLE -a Collection of REusable Objects 
for Language Engineering 
-%/ 
N 
------------------------º 
CREOLE GGI 
Figure 4.1: The GATE Architecture (Cunningham, 2000) 
" GATE Document Manager (GDM) is a database for storing information about texts 
such as lexicons, corpora, documents, etc. All communication between the 
components of a Language Engineering (LE) system goes through GDM. One of 
the key benefits of adopting an explicit architecture for data management is that it 
becomes possible to easily add a layer graphical interface access to architectural 
services and data visualisation tools. 
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0 GATE Graphical Interface (GGI) is a development tool providing integrated 
access to the services of the other components and adding visualisation and 
debugging tools. GGI as shown in Figure 4.2 has functions for creating, viewing 
and editing collections of documents (corpora) which are managed by the GDM. 
GGI also has facilities to display the results of module or system execution. 
Figure 4.2: The GATE graphical interface 
9 CREOLE (a Collection of REusable Objects for Language Engineering) a set of 
Language Engineering (LE) components integrated with the system. A CREOLE 
module does all the real work of processing texts and discovering information 
about their content. Usually, a CREOLE object will be wrappers around a pre- 
existing LE database, for instance a tagger, parser, sentence splitter, etc. 
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4.2.2 Information Extraction System within GATE 
GATE is distributed with an Information Extraction component set called ANNIE (A 
Nearly-New IE) system. ANNIE is provided as part of GATE (Cunningham et al, 2002), 
which is an architecture, framework and development environment for language 
processing research and development. In other words ANNIE is intended to be useable in 
many different applications, on many different kinds of text and for many different 
purposes. ANNIE consists of the following set of modules: tokeniser, sentence splitter, 
POS tagger, gazetteer, finite state transducer, orthomatcher, and pronominal coreference 
resolution. ANNIE components form a pipeline as shown in Figure 4.3. In addition there 
are several processing resources which are not part of ANNIE itself but they come with the 
default installation of GATE, Such as gazetteer collector, processing resources for machine 
learning, various exporters, annotation set transfer etc. ANNIE is suitable for extracting 
information from English text. Typically, a new application can directly use most of the 
core components from ANNIE to extract basic named entities. However, if we want to 
extract entities from a complicated language such as Arabic then we needs to modify the 
gazetteer lists, rewrite JAPE (a Java Annotation Patterns Engine) grammars and additional 
Processing Resources (PR) are required e. g. BAMA in our case. However, ANNIE has 
very good performance (F measure 92.9%) for traditional information extraction on 
general news texts (Maynard et al, 2007) and therefore it is a good base to build on. 
4.2.3 Processing Resource 
As we mentioned above, one of the most important resources in GATE is the Processing 
Resource (PR). In the NLP field, the researchers required the Processing Resource to 
examine and evaluate their assumptions; consequently the availability and accessibility of 
these resources are essential. 
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Document f°rmat ANNIE LaSIE 
(XML. HTIAL, SGML, email, ... ) , IE modules 
Input: GATE 
URL or text Document 
Unicode Character Semazºtic 
JAPE NE 
Grammar 
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Tokeniscr 
Class Sequence 
1 
Tagger Cascade Rules 
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Flat Lexical Name 
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FS Gazetteer Buchart AVM Prolog 
ýo 
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XUProlog 
Sentence JAPE Sentence Dislnt Splitter Patterns Extraction Rules 
E HipHep Brill Rules GATE Document 
Tagger Lexicon ßü1ß. dump of output NE/TEITR/ST Annotations 
Figure 4.3: The workflow of ANNIE (Cunningham et al, 2010) 
However, the developer (language engineer) is able to use either the Processing Resource 
which is already embedded with GATE or create his own Processing Resources and 
integrate them into GATE through the plug-and-play method, and GATE contains a 
number of these resources. 
4.2.3.1 The Tokeniser 
The tokenization is the process that analyses and split the input text into a number of 
tokens such as, word, number, symbol, space, etc. The system will take the raw text from 
the collection of documents (corpora), and tokenize each document. A word is considered 
as a sequence of connected letters either upper or lower case, a number as sequence of 
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digits, a symbol represented as @, #, etc. The rest of the tokens are considered as a gap 
between words and are represented as a white spaces as shown in Figure 4.4. 
File Options Tools Help 
SATE 
FjjE Applications 
Corpus Pipeline_0001A 
_=I 1,4 Language Resources 
/IS% GATE document 00017 
ACOrpUS 
Processing Resources 
NamedEntity 
""` Countrynames Tiltes 
ij,. 
Propemoun Testes 
""` Definite Tiltes 
4 
Messages jW GATE document-00017 
................... 
Annotation Sets i Annotations Co-reference Editor Text 
Conjunction 
1 Counhynames 
7 Lookup 
NE-Per sons Names 
r, iSpaceToken 
j Token 
J definde 
flt81ti16 ä 
.'h 
propernoun 
secondtitles 
etep 
Original markups 
New 
Documetd Editor Indialisation Parameters j 
Figure 04.4: An example of a text after tokenization. 
4.2.3.2 Gazetteer 
The gazetteer consists of lists storing specific information such as people's names, 
organizations names, locations names, days of the week, etc. These are usually used when 
the number of instances of a particular class of named entities is finite and could be stored 
in a database. For example it is easy to identify the days of the week in text by referring to 
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an existing list rather than writing complex rules to identify these entities. Gazetteers can 
also store lists of keywords that can help identify some entities within documents. GATE 
offers a list of gazetteers and allows the creation of user defined gazetteers. The gazetteer 
lists are compiled into finite state machines to be able to match the text tokens. 
4.2.3.3 Sentences Splitter 
The sentence splitter segments the input text into several sentences. Moreover the 
boundaries of the sentence can be recognized by full stop, punctuation, end of line, etc. As 
a result of this segmentation the output will be annotations for each sentence and 
annotations for each boundary. However, in our system we do not use the sentence splitter, 
since text in Modem Standard Arabic language in general is written without boundaries 
such as full stop, punctuation, etc. Accordingly we used the tokeniser instead of the 
sentences Splitter. 
4.2.3.4 Part of Speech Tagger 
Part of speech (PoS) tagging is the procedure that assigns a category for each word in the 
text such as noun, pronoun, verb, preposition, adverb, etc. However PoS tagger is a basic 
tool for various applications in NLP field such as IR, IE, etc. Moreover, POS tagger is 
necessary as a tool to build up any language corpus. The PoS tagger used in GATE was 
produced by Hepple (2000), which is a modified version of the Brill tagger (Brill, 1992), 
and produces a PoS tagger as an annotation for each word or symbol. 
4.2.4 Annotations 
One of the key features in GATE is that it gives the opportunity to represent information 
about the text. However, the previous processing resources such as tokeniser and PoS 
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tagger are running over the text, hence allowing users to obtain various information about 
the texts being processed. For instance when the tokeniser is applied the outcomes will be 
words, punctuations, full stop, etc. and when the PoS tagger is applied the outcome will be 
the sets of noun, verb, pronoun, adjective, etc. as shown in Figure 4.5. However, the user 
or the developer cannot distinguish between these outcomes unless they are represented by 
the annotations set. 
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Figure 04.5: Various annotations of an Arabic text. 
4.2.5 Language Resources 
Language Resources (LRs) are data components such as lexicons, corpora, dictionaries, 
documents, etc. LR is an essential tool for the developers to create their own applications. 
Assume that a developer is writing a program that may have a requirement for synonyms; a 
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number of sources for synonyms are available within GATE such as the Thesaurus. On the 
other hand to run a named entity program to extract specific information from the text, it is 
crucial to have a corpus on hand to acquire this purpose. In order to reuse these sources the 
developer needs to access these data (LRs) from their program. 
4.2 Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer 
Buckwalter morphology analyzer (BAMA) is spread and widely used in the literature; such 
as the Language Data Consortium (LDC) Arabic POS tagger, Peen Arabic TreeBank, and 
the Prague Arabic Dependency TreeBank. In addition, Buckwalter is considered as the 
most respected lexical resource of its kind (Hajic and Buckwalter, 2005). Buckwalter 
contains over 80.000 words, 38.600 lemmas, three dictionaries, and three compatibility 
tables. The dictionaries consists of prefixes, stems, and suffixes, on the other hand the 
compatibility tables consists of compatible prefix and stem category pairs, compatibility 
prefix and suffix category pairs, and compatibility suffix and stem category pairs. In 
contrast to other morphology analyzers, BAMA takes the input word and returns a stem 
rather than the root (Larkey et al, 2007). The word is taken with or without short vowels 
and the morphological analyzer and the PoS tagger is running using the compatibility 
dictionaries and tables. The input word will be segmented by performing tokenization and 
the outcome will be a set of all possible analyses for each word as shown in Figure 4.6. 
BAMA has been made available through the Language Data Consortium (2002). 
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DJ TestBuckweIter. java i'17 f NamedEntity, java 
75U0 Auto-generated method stub 
TestBuckwalter tbm - new TestBuckwalter(); 
tbw. initializeAraMorph(); 
tbw. buckwalterOption 
Problems C9-1 Javadoc Declaration , 
(Q Console 23 
<terminated> TestBuckwalter (Java Application] C: \Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0 05\bin\javaw. exe (Ja 
Initializing in-memory dictionary handler... 
Loading dictionary : dictPrefixes 
78 entries totalizing 299 forms 
Loading dictionary : dictStems ............................... 
38600 lemmas and 47261 entries totalizing 82158 form 
-Loading 
dictionary : dictSuffixes 
206 entries totalizing 618 forms 
Loading compatibility table : tebleAB 
, 1648 entries 
Loading compatibility table tablekC 
598 entries 
Loading compatibility table tableBC 
1285 entries 
... done. 
Initializing in-memory solutions handler... 
.. done. 
__3 Ls - NOUN 
- ADJ 
., -3l.. S - 
VERB_PERFECT 
. ALS - NOUN 
Figure 4.6: Buckwalter output for the word (Kateb, BIS). 
4.3The Architecture of the System 
In the current research, we propose an Arabic IE solution that makes full use of the GATE 
system and then develop an Arabic IE plug-in to process Arabic information resource 
based on GATE framework. In addition, our system also uses BAMA, which has been 
integrated with GATE to make use of its capabilities e. g. processing resource such as 
Tokeniser, gazetteers, annotations set, etc, and language resources such as, corpora and 
documents . The architecture of the system is illustrated in Figure 4.7 and its various 
components described in the following subsections. 
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Figure 04.7: The system architecture and the flowchart 
Introductory Verb List (IVL): IVL list contains special verbs that are identified as 
introducing person names. Table 4.1 shows some examples of these verbs. 
Table 4.1: Examples of introductory verbs 
The word The translation 
cý+ Say 
Exit 
Assert 
Approve 
Announce 
º Resign 
clýý Arrive 
Sign 
Depart 
º Welcome 
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Introductory Word List (IWL): IWL list contains a list of descriptives that are identified to 
be linked to person names. The list contains political functions, military titles, job titles, 
etc. A sample is shown in Table 4.2. Some of the words in the IVL and IWL lists are 
collected from a previous research such as (Abuleil and Evens, 2002) and the rest is 
collected during the corpora analysis phase of our research. . 
Table 04.2: Examples of introductory words (IWL) 
The word The translation 
41ýýý11, yý, ý The Prime Minister 
+ý11 The President 
i+l'+ The Commander 
The Professor 
The doctor 
The ambassador 
"ZL The Deputy (as in deputy director) 
Awl The King 
The Policeman 
yý X11 The Manager 
Place Names: This list contains the names of known places as shown in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3: Examples of place names 
The word The translation 
c111 Nile River 
y;, I_ , ll Mediterranean Sea 
_ II Atlantic Ocean 
>ýYýýU cJ4r Himalaya Mountains 
ýI I A1-Ahram( The Pyramids) 
J ru Taj Mahal 
Stop Words: This list is the usual list of words that are not important to the application and 
include prepositions, pronouns, demonstrative, etc as shown in Table 4.4. 
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Table 04.4: Examples of stop words. 
Categories The Word The translation 
demonstrative nouns Ilk Singular masculine: this 
ýJ1A Dual masculine : these 
sY Plural : these 
Singular masculine: that 
Singular feminine : this 
relative pronoun (gill Singular masculine: who, 
which 
Singular feminine: who, which 
ßi11 Plural masculine: who, whom 
interrogative particles ý3ys How 
LOU When 
I' Why 
adverbs here 
there 
Q&2 down 
incomplete verbs certainly 
perhaps 
but 
Conjunction [ist: This is the list of conjunctions and Table 4.5 shows some examples. 
Table 0.5: Example of conjunctions 
The word The translation 
ir- From 
1! To 
In 
City and County Names: This list contains the names of known cities and countries. A 
sample is given in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6: Example of country names 
The word The translation 
ýye1, lý Tripoli 
sýrºWI Cairo 
u y1 London 
France 
W11ý) Italy 
t Lmi Germany 
America 
Kuwait 
Japan 
ply: , Baghdad 
Organisation Names: This list contains the names of known organisations; Table 4.7 
shows some of these organisations. 
Table 04.7: Example of organization names 
The word The translation 
e11 º The United Nations 
, yýyý rS11 The Congress 
CJ-vi cs1 The Security Council 
ýyý, I x, 11 The White House 
cf yýº X11 The Central Bank 
ýV yy Microsoft Corporation 
ýýý º ý1s"ýil The European Union 
'ft º The Pentagon 
výiº tiý"ý The Independent Newspaper 
-. yS11 The Kremlin 
Arabic Person Names: There are a limited number of Arabic names that start with the 
letters Alif and Lam (J, AL). These are very often confused with common names as the 
letters (Jt, AL) are the equivalent of the English definite article (the). As these names are 
known and limited, the efficiency and precision of the system were largely improved by 
manually developing a list of all known Arabic names that starts with AL. A sample is 
given in Table 4.8. We gathered around three hundred names from this type of names. 
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Table 4.8: Examples of Arabic person names starting with "AAL " 
The word The transliteration 
c4_+11 aalmhdy 
ýýº aalsaadq 
ýiº aalhrmyn 
, aaltahr __ º aaltyb 
aahnaalky 
All these components (GATE, BAMA and the various lists) are used in our application. 
The raw Arabic text is taken from the collection of documents (corpora) via the Language 
Resources (LRs) component then the entire text is tokenized using the GATE tokeniser 
component which outputs are tokens representing words, numbers, symbols and spaces. 
Once the tokenization process is completed, the system will read the gazetteers containing 
all the lists mentioned above and the identified tokens from the texts are highlighted 
according to which list they belong to. Subsequently, BAMA will be used to identify the 
various PoS such as verbs, nouns and adjectives. The final step of the process is the 
application of the rules developed to obtain Arabic Named Entity. The rules will be 
discussed in details in chapter 5. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter we introduced the overall architecture of our system and described its 
components. Our architecture made use of very well known tools in the field of natural 
language processing mainly GATE and BAMA. These two systems were described in 
details in addition to the various lists we identified as part of our architecture. 
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Chapter 5 
The Development of the Rules 
5.1 Introduction 
As we have mentioned it in chapter 4, our application relies on various sources such as 
Language Resources corpora and documents and Processing Resources such as tokeniser, 
gazetteer and POS tagger. In addition BAMA was used alongside these resources. 
However, to achieve the main objective of this research, which is identification of Named 
Entities in Arabic, we developed a set of rules specific to the Arabic language. We adopted 
a Rule Based system instead of Automatic Training systems (statistical) for the following 
reasons: 
. We do not have access to a large annotated Arabic corpora and developing one will 
require a long time that may hinder the development of this research. This is a 
requirement for statistical systems. 
" Rule based systems can work well with small training corpora. 
" Rule based systems are useful for limited domains such as our domain which is the 
political domain. 
" Rule based systems can be used with both well-formed and ill-formed input 
whereas with statistical approaches it is not easy to work with ill-formed input. 
" When using statistical systems, some changes may require re-annotation of the 
entire training corpus 
" Given the morphological structure of the Arabic language, we believe the rule 
based approach is more appropriate to the nature of the Arabic language. 
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In MUC-6, three subtasks have been identified for the NER task. These are: 
i. TIMEX: temporal expression (time and date) 
ii. NUMEX: numerical expression of percentage, monetary expressions, etc. 
iii. ENAMEX (for the proper names), was defined as the extraction of proper names 
and classification of each one of them as, organization (named corporate, 
governmental, or other organizational entity); location (name of politically or 
geographically defined location) or person (named person or family). 
5.2 ENAMEX: Proper Name Recognition 
This sub-task is the one we are concerned with in general and the person names in 
particular. Person names in the Arabic language are very difficult to recognize and 
extracting from the text as the proper names do not start with a capital letter as is the case 
in many other languages. This represents a considerable difficulty for Arabic NER. In 
addition, there are hardly clues in the Arabic text that can help with the identification of 
proper names. The identification of other named entities is less problematic and there are 
usually clues that can help in their identification. For examples words such as company, 
Kingdom, Republic and Authority may indicate the presence of a named entity as the 
examples in Table 5.1 illustrate. Hence, more efforts are concentrated on persons names as 
they are considered to be the most challenging for the Arabic language (Shaalan and Raza, 
2007). Hence, in the case of organisation and location names our system will rely on these 
keywords (i. e. trigger words) and the defined gazetteers. 
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Table 5.1: Examples of clues associated with some named entities 
The phrase The translation The clue (trigger word) The named entity type 
ea, IJI f,. Iý United Nation Authority (Lº, Authority) organisation 
cj447I v-ö- {. b;.. Human Rights Organisation (", Organisation) organisation 
ý"e" ý, ý Arab Republic of Egypt (mau , Republic) location 
äm"11 ýI United Kingdom (x-11, Kingdom) location 
1t %ý Gas company (Ay , company) organisation 
5.2.1 Arabic Person Name Recognition 
The arrangements of Arabic statements do not have a fixed format but depend mainly on 
the writing styles. Proper names may appear in any position within the sentence and can be 
next to a keyword of far away from it. Hence we have identified a set of rules to deal with 
all these cases. An example of these structures is given in Table 5.2. In this example, the 
keyword is (cr+l-, President) and the proper noun is (c} l . ß-w-, Muammar Al- Gadhafi). 
The proper name is six words away from the keyword. 
Table 5.2: An example showing the position of a proper name with regards to its keyword. 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
I'I A": Ut'4+rýý+ýý crºk+ý President of Socialist People's Libyan Arab 
Great Jamahiriya "state of the masses" 
Muammar Al- Gadhafi. 
The development of the Introductory Verb List (IVL) and the Introductory Word List 
(IWL) play a central role in the development of the heuristics and are added to the GATE 
system. We note here that the words in IVL and IWL are not candidate person names but 
are only used as keywords to find the position of person names in the text. The heuristics 
are based on the position of IVL and IWL words in the text and other words around them. 
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5.2.1.1 Proper Noun Preceding a Keyword 
In this section we will present the first proper noun rule which deals with proper nouns 
appearing before a keyword. The rule is presented in Figure 5.1. 
Read word w from the text 
IF w belongs to IWL or IVL 
THEN IF previous word next to w belongs to Stop Words 
THEN find in the text the next word belonging to IWL or IVL 
ELSE process word by BAMA 
Figure 5.1: The first proper noun rule 
This rule is illustrated by the example given in Table 5.3 
Table 5.3: An example of a proper noun preceding a keyword 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
c, ý! vý'&) Cry ý rýý ý ýr! +ý Abdullah bin Saud the Saudi king will travel 
from Riyadh to London 
In this example the keyword is (11A1º, the king) and belongs to IWL and the proper noun 
(A W ºt am-, Abdullah bin Saud) is preceding the keyword. As we note in this example, 
the word preceding the keyword is not a stop word, in this case the word should be taken 
and tested by BAMA to check whether the word preceding the keyword is proper noun or 
not Sometimes the word preceding the keyword is a stop word as in the example given in 
Table 5.4. In this case our system ignores the current keyword and looks for the next one. 
Where the word (, officer) is the keyword belonging to IWL and the word (&+, with) is 
the stop word. 
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Table 5.4: An example showing a stop word preceding a keyword 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
yýJº1, ý. L, Jº o 6j, The driver came with the police officer 
5.2.1.2 Proper Noun Located Next to the Keyword 
The second proper noun rule is developed to deal with proper nouns appearing next to a 
keyword, with other words such as stop words; IVL, IWL being next to the keyword 
instead of the proper noun. Therefore, we need to examine the word next to the keyword 
before we mark it as a proper noun. Obviously in this case a particular procedure is 
required to resolve this case: 
  First we will present the second proper noun rule when the word next to the 
keyword is a stop word as in Figure 5.2 
Read word w from the text 
IF w belongs to IVL or IWL 
THEN IF next word belongs to Stop Words 
THEN find in the text the next word 
belonging to IVL or IWL 
Figure 05.2: Proper noun rule when a stop word is next to a keyword 
This rule is illustrated by the example given in Table 5.5 
Table 05: Example showing a stop word next to a keyword 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
JJ i4 II vi Announced in the first conference 
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Where the word (', in) belongs to the stop word list. Thus the system will move from the 
current keyword to the next keyword in the text. 
  Second we will present the second proper noun rule when the word next to the 
keyword belongs to IVL as shown in Figure 5.3 
IF w belongs to IVL or IWL 
THEN IF next word belongs to IVL 
THEN ignore the first word and use the second as a starting point 
ELSE process word by BAMA 
Figure 5.3: The proper noun rule when an IVL word is next to a keyword 
The example in Table 5.6 illustrates this rule. However the keyword in this example 
belongs to IVL (JU, said) and the word next to the keyword belongs to IVL as well 
( I, Mr. ) in this case the first keyword(cJi, said) will be ignored and the next keyword 
(*All, Mi. ) will be used as a keyword. 
Table 5.6: An example showing an IVL word next to a keyword 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
X11 du Mr. Muhammad Khaled said. 
  Third, sometimes the word next to the keyword belongs to the IWL; hence in this 
case the second proper noun rule shown in Figure 5.4 will be applied. 
IF w belongs to IVL or IWL 
THEN IF next word belongs to IWL 
THEN ignore the first word and use the second as a starting point 
ELSE process word by BAMA 
Figure 05.4: The proper noun rule when an IWL word is next to a keyword 
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The example given in table 5.7 illustrates this rule, where the word (ý1s, departure) is the 
keyword and belongs to IVL and the word (cr A, the president) belongs to IWL. 
Therefore the system will move from the current keyword to the next keyword. 
Table 5.7: An example showing an IVL word next to a keyword 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
cp. r-11 cs ýý The Syrian president departed from the airport 
  Finally, when the word next to the keyword is not a member of any list (gazetteer) 
or any of the previous type of words i. e. stop word, IVL, IWL then the word is 
most likely to be a proper noun. However, to verify whether this word is a proper 
noun or not we need to use BAMA and we will discuss this issue in section 5.3. 
5.2.1.3 The Proper Noun is Located away from the Keyword 
As we have mentioned above, the proper noun in Arabic sentences can be positioned far 
from the keyword as in the example given in Table 5.8. However, through the experiments 
we have conducted over a huge amount of articles, we observed that the words between the 
trigger word (keyword) and the assumed proper noun in Arabic sentences are adjectives 
agglutinant from the beginning by a definite article (dl, the) as shown in the example given 
in Table 5.8. 
Table 05.8: An example illustrating an adjective between a keyword and a proper noun 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
vy;. ) The previous British Prime Minister Tony Blair 
Where the word (ct a, Prime) is the keyword and the words V; J4, Tony Blair) 
represent a proper noun and all the words between the keyword and the proper noun are 
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adjectives. However, in some cases the words between the keyword and the proper noun 
are not adjectives. During the analysis of out corpora we observed that this occurs in two 
cases. The first case is when one of these words is a proper noun starting with the definite 
article (J I, the) as in the example given in Table 5.9. The second case is when one of these 
words is a conjunction followed by a country or city name as in the example given in Table 
5.10. However we generated the third proper noun rule given in Figure 5.5 to solve these 
situations. 
IF w belongs to IWL or IVL 
THEN IF next word starts with AL (alif and lam) 
THEN PROCESS-AL WORDS (w) 
WHILE w starts with AL 
IF w belongs to list Arabic_Person Names 
THEN select w as Person name 
ELSE w= next word in text 
PROCESS_AL_WORDS (w) 
IF w is a conjunction and the next word belongs to Country 
or Place lists 
THEN {ignore the conjunction and the next word 
process the next word by BAMA} 
Figure 05.5: Proper noun rules for nouns starting with (cJft, the) or when a conjunction is followed 
by a country or city name 
The example given in table 5.9 illustrates the third proper noun rule, where the keyword in 
this example ( %, the king) belongs to IWL and the words (c +1ý, the Moroccan's) and 
(JiL, JI, the previous) are adjectives starting with the definite article (J, the) and both these 
words do not belong to the Arabic Person Names list which we have introduced in section 
4.3. Consequently both words will be ignored and the word Hassan) will be 
selected as a person name since it is in the Arabic Person Names list. 
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Table 05.9: An example showing a proper noun starting with definite article (J 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
ýýýI Awl J. The previous king of Morocco Hassan II said 
On the other hand the example given in table 5.10 illustrates the rule when the conjunction 
followed by the city name, where the word (-, &44 Ambassador) belongs to IWL and the 
word ( 4j Y! American) is an adjective starting with the definite article (Ji, the) and not 
in the Arabic Person Names list. Hence the system will ignore the word (y4,. ». YY 
American) and the word (, jk in) which is a conjunction. The next word (-ºI 4 Baghdad) is 
in the City and Country lists., Hence the both words will ignored and the next word which 
(, jt4), Zalmay) will be submitted to BAMA. 
Table 05.10: An example showing a conjunction followed by the city name. 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
. I! 4wj rV, .x% The American 
Ambassador in Baghdad Zalmay Khalilzad 
5.2.1.4 The Morphological Analysis Stage 
As we mentioned in chapter 3, morphological analysis and a PoS tagger are considered as 
essential tools in NLP in general and NE in particular. Furthermore, these tools are crucial 
whether a rule based or an automatic training system (statistical) is used. In addition the 
Arabic language is a language with a very complex morphology; each word in the text has 
more than one morphological analysis. Thus overcoming ambiguity is the major challenge 
for NLP in Arabic (Kamin et a1,2002). Consequently additional attention must be paid to 
these essential tools to obtain precise results. BAMA, one of the best known, well 
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documented, morphological analyzers for Modem Standard Arabic (MSA) (Attia, 2006) is 
used to disambiguate words whenever the extraction rule is not confident about the category of a 
specific word that can be a proper noun. The rule shown in Figure 5.6 is then used. 
IF among the words returned by BAMA there is a word w that is a proper name 
THEN IF w is not in Countries, Places and Organizations Lists 
THEN SELECT w as a person name; 
ELSE ignore w 
ELSE IF no solution is provided by the BAMA system 
THEN select word as person name 
Figure 5.6: Rule for selecting a proper name from BAMA 
The example given in Table 5.11 illustrates this rule, where the word (u-+U, prime) is the 
keyword belonging to IWL and the words (¢1ý, minister) and the Iraqi) are 
adjectives starting with a definite article (JI, the) therefore both must be ignored. 
Table 5.11: An example showing an adjective followed by a proper noun. 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
""u, 4. )y wiIyJI olýýýll L). Oj JU The Iraqi prime minister Nouri Al-Maliki said 
The next word (4j.. +, Nouri) tested by BAMA and the possible outputs for this word are 
shown in Figure 5.7. Obviously, one of these results is a proper noun; consequently our 
system will perform the last stage to verify whether this proper noun is a person name or 
any other proper noun such as organization, location, etc. However, our system will also 
check if the word (c#, +, Nouri) is in the City and Country names list. In this case it is not a 
member of this list, hence the word is extracted as a person name. 
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Initializing in-memory dictionary handler... 
Loading dictionary : dictPretixes 
78 entries totalizing 299 forms 
Loading dictionary : dictStems ....................... 
38600 lemmas and 47261 entries totalizing 82158 forms 
Loading dictionary : dictSuifixes 
206 entries totalizing 618 forms 
Loading compatibility table : tableAB ... 
1648 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableAC 
598 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableBC 
1285 entries 
... done. 
Initializing in-memory solutions handler... 
... done. 
sj. pý - NOUN 
4j y. I - ADJ 
OJ I-) - VERB IMPERFECT 
0 ý; = NOUN 
SJýi - VERB IMPERFECT 
- NOUN 
sJ4.. y - NOUN PROP 
Figure 05.7: Buckwalter output for the word (. si. Nouri) 
Sometimes among the results returned by BAMA is a proper noun but not necessarily a 
person name as the example given in Table 5.12. 
Table 05.12: An example showing a place named entity. 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
, WI W-. 0 Dubai announced the winners 
Where the word (ý, announced) is the keyword and belongs to the IVL list although the word 
(y++, Dubai) is a proper noun as shown in Figure 5.8, but our system will not mark this word as a 
person name, because the word (#, Dubai) belongs to the City and Country names list. 
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Initializing in-memory dictionary handler. 
Loading dictionary : dictPrefixes . 78 entries totalizing 299 forms 
Loading dictionary: dictStems 
.................. 
38600 lemmas and 47261 entries totalizing 
82158 forms 
Loading dictionary : dictSuffixes .. 206 entries totalizing 618 forms 
Loading compatibility table : tableAB . 1648 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableAC . 598 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableBC . 1285 entries 
... done. Initializing in-memory solutions handier. 
... done. 
possible analysis of the input word =NOUN 
possible analysis of the input word =ADJ 
possible analysis of the input word =NOUN 
possible analysis of the input word, =NOUN_PROP 
Figure 05.8: Buckwalter output for the word (v-q Dubai) 
However there are cases where BAMA does not recognise a particular word and will not 
provide a solution to it as shown in Figure 5.8. We noticed that in all the cases we have 
seen so far, this usually points to a non Arabic Proper Name as illustrated in the example 
given in Table 5.13. 
Table 05.13: An example where the proper noun is missed by BAMA. 
The Arabic Sentence The English translation 
+ýY 2: 01-01 tý. 1º JO 0+1 The team leader of Iranian negotiation Larigany 
Where the sequence of the words (Jiji cs*k)) are a keyword belonging to IWL and both 
words (r ' jL"1, negotiation) and (7y+i yýýtl, Iranian) are adjectives starting with a definite article 
(di, the). Therefore they should be ignored and the word (VILufY, Larigany) will be processed 
by BAMA. Although the system did not provide any solution, the word is selected as a 
person name. 
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Initializing in-memory dictionary handler. 
Loading dictionary : dictPrefixes . 78 entries totalizing 299 forms 
Loading dictionary: dictStems ................... 38600 lemmas and 47261 entries totalizing 
82158 forms 
Loading dictionary : dictSuffixes .. 
206 entries totalizing 618 forms 
Loading compatibility table : tableAB ... 
1648 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableAC . 598 entries 
Loading compatibility table : tableBC .. 1285 entries 
... 
done. 
Initializing in-memory solutions handler... 
... done. 
possible analysis of the input word +J1= No Solution 
Figure 05.9: Buckwalter output for the word (v4JY, Larigany) 
5.2.2 Organisation and Location Recognition 
As we mentioned early the most challenges for the task Arabic NER is the recognizing and 
extracting the person name from the text. With respect to the organisation we have 
gathered two hundred and sixty seven various organisations names. However, the 
organisation names in Arabic are very often written in different forms depending on 
different Arab regions or countries. Examples of these differences are given Table 5.14. On 
the other hand, with regards to the locations, we collected around five thousand entries 
from several sources e. g. GATE, internet, Wikipedia, etc. These entries combined 
countries, cities, rivers, mountains etc and these are organised in different gazetteers that 
are used by our system. 
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Table 05.14: illustrate the variation of the name of the organisation in Arabic text 
The organisation The organisation written in Arabic 
BBC still tiºýýtl : ups 
41º 
V" Ir., I. 9j 
'ý3ytb3 l 'ý ºýif l %ýi A 
Congress rUl 
Microsoft 
CIA . kJA I üº}, Is. ll . IILSý 
4ýS3y. I ül, y, "lsý;. LýºI %1115 
, ýSy iº üºJJ. II ! tnSJ 
4 41 x.. 
11 
The organisation and location names are recognized mainly in the morphological analysis 
stage by looking up in the lists of organisation, cities, states, countries, and other place 
names. Similar to the organisations names, the location in Arabic text are also written in 
various form as the examples in Table 5.15 show. 5.3 TIMEX: Date and Time 
Recognition. TIMEX phrases are temporal expressions, which are subdivided into date 
expressions (y -"9 J41 Y "t, 26 May 2009) and time expressions 6: 00 pm). 
However we conducted a survey of several official Arabic newspapers and we noticed that 
the Arab countries do not use a unique form for the months of the year, there are variations 
in names and also spelling. 
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Table 5.15: An example of name variation in Arabic location names. 
The location The location written in Arabic 
USA ley. 
4}ýyý 1 Ss iAh üljlº, 11 
NATO s'1.; 11 
ýlýo I ý. i1ý11 
}1il) Gila 
Mediterranean Sea I yýJl 
. 
ýe. nýiJl yiJl 
£3l o; V I 
Nile river (Jý; ll 
ý1 ý 
We split Arabic months based on their use in different Arab countries into seven groups as 
shown in Table 5.16. 
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Table 5.16: The different erent months' names as used by different countries. 
The 
Romanian 
months 
The gulf 
countries, 
Yemen, 
and Egypt 
Iraq, 
Syria, 
Lebanon, 
Jordan, 
and 
Palestine 
Algeria 
and 
Tunisia 
Libya Morocco Mauritania The 
Arabic 
months 
January y, aas wi4 J_ V 
February -VI-)A 
J241% _ 4-4 VI I I. X31 J" 
March TO L,. -)'- 6P-ýI 's''_ o. -X. 
JJ I 
April cJ, ý? v Jý ý, I 4? Jg. >? ) '.. +L'U 
May . V. 
I. _L. 441I 4l. 
June 
July rl rý -3. rZ . r-U 
August JLM" JL" 
Septembe r Jj; C+"WI 
October x rý Jý ixt rý . >! s ýrýl x s! 
Jl, 
November +. r+ CS-)-I I! U-1I o saai Jr 
December t ;ý cJý ýyIs &. Ow l 4-11 -fý 
Contrary to the month's names, All Arab countries use the same names for the days of the 
week as shown in Table 5.17. Two gazetteers for the Months and Days have been 
developed. 
Table 05.17: The days of the week in the Arabic language 
The Arabic day The English translation 
x- 11 Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
4týxý1ý Tuesday 
ýý-! FYI Wednesday 
ßr "11 Thursday 
1 Friday 
5.4 NUMEX: Percent and Money Expression Recognition 
NUMEX phrases are numeric expressions, which are subdivided into percent expressions 
(Z r. t, 3.4%) and money expressions (yj4 cjs rf0, £245 million). However this type of 
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entity is considered as uncomplicated NE, since it can be recognised straightforward from 
the text. In the Arabic language, as in other languages, the numbers are composed of digits 
or the written names of the numbers as shown by the examples given in Table 5.18. 
Table 05.18: The digital and alphabetic numbers in Arabic 
Digital number Digital number in 
Arabic 
Alphabetic number Alphabetic number 
in Arabic 
1 One L%IJ 
7 y Seven 
45 Forty five 
74 Seventy four 
105 "° One hundred and five s %vý-" 
204 r"f Two hundred and four 
515 °° Five hundred and fifteen yý% --= 
Eventually, with regard to currencies, we have collected several types of currencies and we 
locate them in a gazetteer as shown in Table 5.19. 
Table 5.19: A sample of currency names in Arabic 
The Arabic currencies The English translation 
Aij4 Pound 
Dollar 
Euro 
Dinar 
J! ý Real 
sj Lira 
cJ Shekel 
a_ franc 
5.5 Summary 
After investigating the characteristics of the Arabic language and the approaches used in 
the field of the NE recognition and justified the choice of a rules based system for Arabic 
NER, in this chapter we developed the rules that allowed our system to identify the 
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different entities. In this chapter, we noticed that people names are the most difficult to 
identify. For the other entities, developing gazetteers and using them for the identification 
of other entities are more efficient and appropriate. BAMA was used to clarify the 
classification of a proper name as a person's name. 
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Chapter 6 
System Implementation and Design 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will show how our application is designed and implemented. 
Moreover as we illustrated in chapter 4 our application combined several components 
including GATE, BAMA, the different gazetteers and a set of rules which have been 
implemented. In this chapter we describe how these programs operate and are used by our 
system. 
6.2 System Design 
In this section we will give a brief description of the class diagram of our system as shown 
in Figure 6.1. The main class in our system is the Arabic Named Entity Finder 
(ANEFinder) class which contains the main function. The GATE system is also initialized 
and called from this class as shown in Figure 6.2. This class is related to other classes of 
the system that are: NamedEntity, ManipulateCorpus and ManipulateJapeRules classes. 
GATE ANEFinder (main dass) ManipulateCorpus 
Corpus corpus; 
Public 
Public void Gatelnit(; Mani pulateCorpus(); 
public void showGUl() Public 
public void RunO ProcessDocumentO: 
BAMA Named Entity Man i ulateia eRules 
FeatureMap params; 
publicvoid public initializeAraMorph(); ManipulateJapeRules(); 
public void executeO: public void 
publicvoid LoadJapeRules(: 
INRuleAnnotationp; public void 
public void AddToController(SerialAna 
lwlRuleAnnotation(); lyserController controller): 
Figure 6.1: class diagram for our system. 
The ManipulateCorpus class initializes the corpus used in the GATE system. All 
documents used in our application are loaded, processed and prepared in this class. These 
documents are then provided by ANEFinder to the GATE via the language resources (LR). 
public static void main(string [] args) { 
// rood Auto-generated method stub 
try 
{ 
Gate. setGatenome(new Fi1e("c: \\Program Files\\Gate-5.0")); 
Gate. setuserconfigFile(new File(workingoirectory + "gate. xml")); 
Gate. initO; 
showGui(); 
} 
catch (Exception e) 
{ 
//e. printstackrrace(); 
} 
} 
public static void showGUI() { 
MainFrame mainFrame - new MainFrame(); 
mainFrame. setsize(800,600); 
mainFrame. setvisible(true); 
} 
Figure 6.2: initializing GATE within ANEFinder class 
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The ManipulateJapeRules class used to initialize and use JAPE rules. The JAPE rules are 
used to determine the deference between the lists (gazetteers) used in our system such as 
IVL list, IWL list, Stop word list etc. JAPE is a pattern-matching language. The Left Hand 
Side (LHS) of each rule contains patterns to be matched, and the Right Hand Side (RHS) 
contains details of annotations to be created. For instance, a rule might recognize IVL from 
the gazetteer and annotate this pattern as IVL. This rule could be written in JAPE as shown 
in Figure 6.3. Once these JAPE rules are called, the ManipulateJapeRules will load the 
rules and make them available to the GATE system via the ANEFinder class. 
Phase: TitleFinder 
Input: Lookup 
Rule : Titl e[onvert er 
{lookup. najorType - "IVL"}) : match 
--a 
: match. IVi _ {} 
Figure 6.3: The JAPE rule for IVL 
The final class is NamedEntity where BAMA is initialized and this class contains the 
actual code written for our rules to manipulate and specify the named entities. Figure 6.4 
shows the initialization of BAMA and also shows how the word has been checked by 
BAMA to confirm whether the proper noun exists within the outputs of this word or not. 
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import gpl. pierrick. brihaye. aramorph. *; 
private nraMorph araMorph; 
public void initializeAramorph() 
{ 
//initialize arabmoprph 
araMorph - new AraMorph(nul1, false); 
} 
public b{ lean buckwalteroption(string matchedword) 
if(araMorph. analyzeToken(matchedword, false)) 
Hashset solutions - araMorph. getwordsolutians(mat chedword); 
iterator solutionlterator - solutions. iteratorO; //system. outprirrtl n(""xwwxxwwxxwwxxxxwxwwwxwwwxwxxxwx")i 
while (solutionlterator. hasNext() ) 
{ 
solution solution - (Sol ution)solutionrterator. next(); 
string stem - solution. getstempos()t //system. out. println(matchedword +-"+ stem); 
if (stem. compareTo("NOUN_PROP°)--o) 
return true; 
}} 
else 
return true; 
return false; 
} 
Figure 6.4: initializing BAMA within NamedEntity class and testing the word by BAM4. 
6.2 The Implementation Environment 
All the programs we used in our application need an appropriate development environment 
to be implemented. GATE, which is the main component of our system, is implemented 
using the JAVA programming language, one of the most powerful and popular general 
purpose programming languages available. Furthermore, BAMA is implemented using 
several programming languages including JAVA. Consequently, it was therefore essential 
to seek an environment appropriate to GATE and BAMA and we choose the JAVA 
programming language to implement our system. There are several JAVA Integrated 
Development Environments (IDE) freely available such as Eclipse and Netbeans. For the 
implementation of our system, we choose the Eclipse IDE. Although the Eclipse Platform 
has a lot of built-in functionality, most of that functionality is very generic. Moreover, 
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additional tools can be used to extend the platform to work with new content types. The 
Platform also provides useful building blocks and frameworks that facilitate developing 
new tools. However the Eclipse Platform is designed and built to meet the following 
requirements (IBM Corporation, 2006): 
  Support the construction of a variety of tools for application development. 
  Support an unrestricted set of tool providers, including independent software 
vendors (ISVs). 
  Support tools to manipulate arbitrary content types (e. g., HTML, Java, C, and 
XML). 
  Facilitate seamless integration of tools within and across different content types 
and tool providers. 
  Support both GUI and non-GUI-based application development environments. 
  Run on a wide range of operating systems, including Windows and Linux. 
  Capitalize on the popularity of the Java programming language for writing tools. 
6.3 The System Implementation 
In this section we will highlight how our application is implemented, the first step towards 
building our application is establishing a workspace in eclipse. The workspace is the 
physical location where we are working in. The entire application will be stored and saved 
in this workspace. The workspace must be given a specified name and be located in a 
known place as shown in Figure 6.5. 
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AZ Workspace Launcher 
Select a workspace 
Eclipse SDK stores your projects in a folder called a workspace. 
Choose a workspace folder to use for this session. 
Workspace C: \Users\Al , Desktop\NLP I Browse... 
L_I Use this as the default and do not ask again 
OK Cancel J 
Figure 06.5: The workspace of our application 
Following the first step, we need to create our project to gathering our systems e. g. GATE, 
BAMA, etc. This project named "Arabic Named Entity Recognition" is shown in Figure 
6.6. Hence all the operations of our application conducted at this project. 
f4 New Jay. Project 1JL LI 
Create a Java Project 
T, -1- 
Create a Java project in the workspace or in an entemal location. i% 
Project name Arabic Named Entity Recognition 
Contents 
0 Create new project in workspace 
Create project from misting source 
)RE 
O Use default 1RE (Curren* jrd>') Ccnflau"e )RE;, 
Useaproject specific JRE 
Use an execution environment IRE: , ,'.. 
Project layout 
Use project folder as root for sources and class files 
i0 Create separate folders for sources and class files 
X21 o 
,...... 
Nod >- 
-- 
Finish l 
._ 
Cancel 
Figure 6.6: illustrate the creation of our project 
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the text in eclipse given by default Cp1252 encoding, hence we selected among the list of 
the encoding file available in eclipse UTF-8 encoding as shown in figure 6.7 where the 
UTF-8 encoding is suitable for the Arabic text. 
2ý 
3 Proparoeo fa Arabic Named Entity Recognition c. iO 
type fite tart Resource 
Resource Path: /Arabic Named Entity Recognition 
Buidas Type Ptgec 
lw Build Path 
Code JM S" 
Lavabon: C . NLft-W\O0okt ptNLPV4abi, Named Entity Recognition 
.. _....... . _. _. _. _. __.. .... ... .... . 
IM Compiler Lnt modified: 3O May2tO9123LL1 
law Editor 
J-. dov Location Tat file encoding 
Prgect R Renes j Inherited fmm contain., (Cp1252) 
Run/Debug Settings 
-t aoan LIM. :J 
us-rsm Naw ta: t 61 UTF. 16 
ö Inhe. de UTF-16BE p. 
UTF-16LE 
Aerore Dd; uia APVy 
Figure 06.7: illustrate the selection of the appropriate encoding 
Figure 6.8 shows the integration of GATE, BAMA, and our JAVA classes within the 
eclipse platform via the button (libraries), however in this libraries we will integrate the 
entire systems i. e. GATE, BAMA, etc with eclipse by the button (Add External JARS) as 
shown in (top right) in the same figure. 
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i , _:, 
ai Properties for Arabic Named Entity Recognition _ 
/ yam Java Build Path 
Resource .... 
ýý Source Ic't Projects ! >ý1 Libraries rtý pier and Exportl Builders 
. 
Java Build Path JARs and class folders on the build path 
Jaw Code S t all, 1RE System Library Urebj -....... ... AddJARs 
omp l P 
is" C I-, dd IARs. _ 
"-- 
Javadoc Location 
Project References ? Add Vanabla.. j 
RunMebug Settings Add Library. 
Add Class Folder... 
rdd External Class Felder... 1 i 
Edit 
ý Rd, mpte 
1-! Ivry'.! f: in. FIIF, 
.... __...... .............. .. _.... _...... _........ .......... _ 
OK Gncd 
Figure 06.8: illustrate the integration of the systems with eclipse via JA VA library 
We composed GATE, BAMA, and our JAVA classes and saved them in a particular place, 
therefore we located and imported them to our project "Arabic Named Entity Recognition" 
as shown in Figure 6.9,6.10 and 6.11 respectively. 
j JAR Selection 
v« gate-SO hýta'-l. ýild; _. EIN ... ý 
!_p 
flame Jatr modýhrJ I>pe Sale ; a9, 
Documents 
bin 
build 
Desktop 
GATE. app 
Recent Places - --- - lib 
Computer 
plug. ns 
Pictures 
Music 
Recently Changed 
Searches 
t, ' Public 
Folders A 
Poe name: . 
[-jar-. * 
® ýCancd i 
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Figure 6.9: illustrate the importation of GATE within eclipse 
3 JAR Selection 
Cccumerüs 
8uckwaher _ _.. ... 
------ -. _. _. _. , _---_------1 `- 
jý ArabicAn. lyzer 
E Desktop 
:" commons-collections 
Recent Places 
lucenr1.43 
Computer 
_. lucene-core-2AD 
Pictures 
Music 
Recently Changed 
Searches 
Public 
Folders 
Fie name: - 
(, 
tar, np t 
® 
[-i 
Figure 6.10: illustrate the importation of Buckwlter (BAMA) within eclipse 
lmpcrt 
__. _. ,.... 
^_ 10 
File system 1 
Import resources from the local file system. 
LJj 
A 
From directory C. -\Usen\Aii\Desktop\NLP Browses., - 
_I 
NLP 
metedata j [j TestNamedEntfty. java 
Arabic Named Entity Recognition 
buckwatter 
is class 
j Fine TyPK__ sdKZ ai oe: den ai 
Into folder. Arabic Named Entity Recognition Browse... 
Options 
,.. Overwrite edsting resources without wanting 
-,. Create complete folder structure I 
.S Create selected folders only 
I 
u Back I"ee.. ",.,, Finish Caned 
Figure 6.11: illustrate the importation of our JA VA classes within eclipse 
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The final step appears in figure 6.12 where GATE, BAMA, and our JAVA classes 
integrated and emerged through our project (Arabic Named Entity Recognition). 
bw - Arabic Nanxd Encly Newgnib4rJckoWTot WmedEntity{aua - (dlpte Sp( l1=! _L. 
G S! 
Fik Edit icwce Relactor N.. g. te Sencn Project Run Window Hap 
't Pacbpebp FT -_- Hi., " ` i' NamedEntityjava Z, T tN. 4nriryj.. S ° ..., 
public class TestassadEntIty 
._ o- " PDEBo .7 ýu _ .. :. 
ý 
. -41 
. lar Q poi-LSS 4_0004M 
. sau nelu :, <. .. 
final static 3tr4ng /oltngDlreC[orY 'Ct\\NP\ \NaneCfrticyl 
W.. q. b. am UAja, ' public at tic wld mur-19izinQE) ergs) 
1 
r cprinQ-cme-208. jar ... U: .. -'. Rac-ýc: e: ec-a r.: e<t: a scut 
acr-api-lb3. (i try 
tm-emacten-0A4r ... ti Gate. seCGareH[m[(mr File( C: \\Pr. gr. e FS : ee\\Qace-1.4- 
;I tnee-28A. jar. :..: Ure:. Gate. setUSerCanf1gF17a(nev File(fortingDi . reccory. -gat 
:2 wsaLgq-323jar-C.. _.. r. 
rr wcesbnplJv-:.:: lka_ .: ý: _ S; 
Gate. init(1: 
:I 
nnl-apisyr-: -J. r--.. ai. 
ý' 
pP "i. 133-mvyar L 
': s --1.2pr 
Doeuaencll: R'oeesa 
" gatejar C Lha itDesll 
: r.: cwnmons cc4ectionslar c catch (E-PD lun el 
AnbicAmyen. jar-G\lkn t 
" dun e. 1priCOScackTraca(1: 
In dEntity. java - -+ 
TntümedEntityjsva - 
1: > 
Figure 6.12: illustrate GATE, BAMA, and our JA VA classes in our project 
At this stage our project is constructed and becomes ready to operate all the orders given 
by the developer. We run our system over one article selected randomly from Aljazeera 
website as shown in Figure 6.13 and the output shown in table 6.1. 
-! 
.......... Eve gphene Tula dalp . _. _. ...., 
G-TE 
, Lleasa9es e -" 88. txt jOO16 
'Applications 
I 
f mat . Set! Armclanen, List i Co-nalerenu El-; or Tr1[tj i4 
, 
j, 
' Corpus Plpennw_000 . _.. ........... _ 
I& Language Resources E ,r r+iýr r ,ý , 
Y= e 
-ý i -0,4,2 
Original MarkYpe 
A Corpus ztij 
R Processing esources 
MamedEnnh 
Y-- 
AP--r. i9 r+a" 
""'. Secantl Tntaa remove- "ý 'r 
'ý ,. IY ý' ^ýi"" ýwk. 
VI II-', 
. 
""; First Toes ramwer 'L'ý' 11 
. "". Stopword rnmovar ` "-°. i... j ., r r-4 PA ' 
_ 
iss -i= . 1" '- rv ýYw .,. ß u2 '4A-, 'I 
aaUpllý ýMImeTYPe 
_i 
ý !ý 
^ 
Upcs. wUneType RLi I'ý 
ýý$g1ICNIRL 
Jý1MJClI, 
_ _... _ ::........ ..... _ ...... DoeaMGM EIBmr NtIANW bn Pararnercrs r 
vuws Lullt! 
Figure 6.13: the experiment over one article. 
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Table 06.1: the output of the experiment given in figure 6 13 
Person Naine Location Stop word IVL IWL 
'E; '. 
Saeb Erekat 
e. / Gaza Cj/ certainly A said -)As11/ the 
doctor 
: p/ Erekat S/ Gaza . A/in Jºij/ and said J °ºyý/ 
correspondent 
.. l -4. L Sami 
Alaudli 
S. 1 Gaza Wwhat y º/ consider J /the 
President 
LLB a q- --"-/ 
Mahmoud Abbas 
; 36/ Gaza /that º -9/ and 
consider 
cl-: W1 º L++/ 
dead sea beach 
J-4-/about ý+ºý ý/ and added 
4/ certainl that d Lz / and asked 
Mogadishu 
y j 
J; +ºý! 1Israel /about 
e3+/this 
Q'/ this 
t/ in what 
r1/non 
X111/whom 
6.4 Discussion of the Morphological Analyzer 
As we have mentioned in chapter 3, the Buckwalter's stemmer is one of the main 
components of our system. BAMA is entirely based on the returned valid segmentations 
given by the stemmer. However in some cases the stemmer returns incorrect or incomplete 
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result as the example given in Figure 6.14 shows. As a result of this issue the tag given to 
this result (stem) by BAMA will be incorrect. 
Figure 6.14. BAMA incorrect stemmer solutions of the word (, ý! Ahnalikil) 
In this example there are two solutions for the word Almalikiy) which are: 
First solution: 
Prefix: Al 
Stem: malikiy Noun 
Suffix: null 
Second solution 
Prefix: Al 
Stem: malikiy adjective 
Suffix: null 
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In both solutions the suffix is null. However, the word ( fit- I, Almalikiy) in the Arabic 
language could be a proper noun if the last letter in the word (c, iy) is considered as a 
suffix, then in addition to the two previous solutions a third solution is added as follows: 
Third Solution 
Prefix: Al 
Stem: malik proper noun 
Suffix: iy 
From our experimentations and observations we noticed that the vast majority of the words 
stemmed correctly, however there are some words that are stemmed incorrectly as the 
example given above (around thirty words) and therefore we manually corrected and added 
them to the list where our system exclude them from the analyses of the stemmer 
accordingly the accuracy of the system slightly improved. 
6.5 Summary 
We illustrated in this chapter the design of our system and the communications of the 
systems component and we shows how the different tools and components are put together 
to develop our information extraction system using the JAVA programming language, and 
gave a real example of our experiment by running our system over one article. We 
highlighted the fact that sometimes BAMA returns incorrect results, which affects the 
accuracy of the results returned by BAMA. We developed rules to correct these 
inaccuracies. 
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Chapter 7 
System Evaluation 
7.1: Evaluation of IE Systems 
The MUCs were the first attempt to standardize the task of IE and establish 
benchmark corpora; the goal of the MUC program was to provide a platform on which 
various IE approaches can be compared. There were seven MUC evaluations carried out in 
a ten years span, these evaluations greatly promoted the research in information extraction. 
The Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) evaluation program is a successor to the MUCs. 
The objective of the ACE Program is to develop extraction technology to support 
automatic processing of source language data (in the form of natural text), and eventually 
lead to the extraction of content from text at higher level. However Linguistic Data 
Consortium LDC develops annotation guidelines, corpora and other linguistic resources to 
support the ACE Program. Some of these resources have been developed in cooperation 
with the Translingual Information Detection Extraction and Summarization (TIDES) 
Program, in support of TIDES Extraction evaluations. The performance evaluation in IE 
systems is obtained by comparing the system result with a test answer keys that are 
produced manually (hand-tagged) (Lehnert et al, 1999). In the IE task, precision is the 
percentage of named entities found by the learning system that are correct, recall is the 
percentage of named entities present in the corpus that are found by the system and a 
named entity is correct only if it is an exact match of the corresponding entity in the data 
file. Hence the Precision and Recall are formulated as follows: 
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P= # of correct entities detected /# of entities detected. 
R= # of correct entities detected /# of entities manually labelled. 
Where # of correct entities detected represents the total number of the correctly extracted 
named entities; # of entities manually labeled represents the total number of named entities 
in the answer key test corpus and # of entities detected represents the total number of 
extracted entities (correct and incorrect). Both recall and precision are constants in the 
interval [0,1], and their optimum being at 1.0 (Eikvil, 1999). From the field of IR the 
recall and precision measures are combined in a single accuracy measure called the F- 
measure (Makhoul et al, 1999) that is calculated as: 
F=2PR/P+R 
7.2 Problem with Evaluating Arabic IE Systems 
Benajiba, Rosso, and Benedi (2007) conducted research on the Arabic NLP tools and 
resources in general (corpora, gazetteers, POS taggers, etc). They concluded that in 
comparison with other languages Arabic misses lexical resources, especially free resources 
available for research purposes. With respect to the corpora not many are available for the 
NER task. For instance, in the Conference on Natural Language Learning CoNLL 2002 the 
available corpora were only for the Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Portuguese and 
Spanish languages (Sundheim, 1995). There are no free Arabic corpora oriented to the 
NER task available (Benajiba, Rosso, and Benedf, 2007). This is the reason why we have 
decided to build our own corpora for training and testing our system. 
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7.3 Evaluation Methodology 
We have developed our own corpus of native Arabic articles from Aljazeera website, 
initially we have manually tagged a small corpus (training corpora) consisting of 100 news 
articles. The training corpus was taken from politics domain. We manually labelled the 
entire person name on the training corpora. However through the analysis of the training 
corpora we have developed a number of rules, for instance we assumed that each word 
comes next to the trigger words considered as a person name, as the examples given in 
Table 7.1 where the word marked with a bold font represents the trigger word in the 
phrase. 
Table 7.1: Examples of person names appearing next to a trigger word 
The phrase The translation 
JAIL. ' _s President Hosni Mubarak 
_ ºY4i 
, yam 
__º Leader Muammar al-Gaddafi 
-)r 
Ambassador Salem Nouri 
yý , 
11 Director Omar Hussein 
ýº 1 Announcer Faisal Al- assem 
ýr 1 Journalist Ahmed Mansur 
Jud e Salman Ahmed 
Consequently, we selected another 100 articles (test corpora) from the same site and we 
run our program over this corpus, we obtained the results as shown in Table 7.2. 
Table 07.2: The initial results obtained by our system 
Recall Precision F- Measure 
The person name 55% 49% 51% 
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We selected another 100 articles as new training corpus then we analyzed this new training 
corpus to improve our rules and accuracy of our system; we noticed that a lot of words 
come immediately next to the trigger word are (stop word) as shown in Table 7.3. Where 
the word marked with a bold font represents the stop word in the phrase. 
Table 7.3: Examples showing stop words next to a trigger word 
The phrase The translation 
CI J1+ Said that 
ýo Emphasize for 
6A Exit from 
X11 cýa Entered to 
ý1iý Announced with 
As a result of this issue we collected and built a list of stop words and saved them as a 
gazetteer. We selected another 100 articles as a test corpus and we run our system over this 
corpus and we obtained the results shown in Table 7.4. 
Table 07.4: System performance after using stop words. 
Recall Precision F Measure 
The person name 63% 60% 61% 
Then, we used another 100 articles as a training corpus and manually marked the entire 
person names available in the training corpora and noticed that the person name sometimes 
is located after several words from the trigger word. Moreover, some of these words begin 
with the definite article (c1º, the) as shown in Figure 7.5 where the words marked with a 
bold font represents words beginning with the definite article (Jº, the). We selected another 
100 articles as a test corpus and we applied the rules we presented in chapter 5, section 
2.1.3. 
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Table 07.5: Example of words begining with (Jl the) 
The phrase The translation 
'41I Jt&JI PWjtl L>qL-) Former French Prime Minister 
YI 
-)! Ljl The current American. ambassador 
ýr tý. dl VII-031 ill -)j-3j 
Former Iraq defence minister 
"_ ijall 
_ 
; U641 +D ý). Ul 
-d 
Arab League Secretary 
Afterwards we run our program over the new test corpora and we obtained the results 
shown in Table 7.6. 
Table 07.6: System performance after considering words beginning with (Jf the) isolated 
recall precision F- Measure 
The person name 69% 64% 66% 
We reiterated this procedure several times and each time the performance of the system 
improved. However the vast impact to the performance of our system occurred when we 
combined the rules developed in chapter 5 with the BAMA system where we scanned all 
the output of BAMA and then we selected the correct result and as a result the F- measure 
of our system increased from 66% to 89.67%, the final results obtained from our final 
experiment will be discussed in next chapter. 
7.4 Comparison of our System with other System 
As we mention early, Arabic lacks linguistic resources, especially free resources for 
research purposes, therefore we constructed our own corpora for our system. However for 
comparison purposes we got in touch with several researchers working in the Arabic NER 
field (Benajiba et al, 2007), (Shamsi and Guessoum, 2006), (Shaalan, 2007) and (Mesfar, 
2007) to compare our system with their systems but unfortunately we did not get any 
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response from them except from (Mesfar, 2007). Mesfar (2007) developed a system for the 
recognition of proper names, dates, and numerics in standard Arabic text through a 
combination of a morphological analysis and a rule-based NER system using NooJ 
syntactic grammars, the architecture of the system shown in Figure 7.1. NooJ is a linguistic 
developmental environment used to formalize various types of textual phenomena. NooJ 
includes tools to construct, test, debug, maintain and accumulate large sets linguistic 
resources, and can apply them to large texts. Moreover dictionaries and grammars are 
applied to texts in order to locate morphological, lexicological and syntactic patterns, solve 
ambiguities, and tag simple and compound words. 
The author has constructed his own corpus based on the "Le Monde Diplomatique" 
newspaper, Arabic version. Being unable to have a copy of his corpora, we have instead 
send our corpora to the author who has kindly used his system to extract the named 
entities. We have used these results to compare his system against ours. The results of this 
comparison are shown in Table 7.7. 
Standard Arabic Text 
NOCO Tokenize 
Textform 
1 
Lexicon of simple ý-- Morphological Analyzer 14-1 Morphological 
inflected forms grammars 
Recognized forms associated 
with linguistic Information 
1 
Gaze ems Arabic NER System Syntactic 
I grammars 
Recognized Named Entities 
Figure 07.1: Mesfar's system architecture (Mesfar, 2007). 
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Table 07.7: Comparison of Mesfar's results and our results (in bold and italic font) 
Precision Recall F- measure 
Person name 93.2% 86.4% 89.67% 
95.6 90.7% 93.08 
Organization 87.9% 85.2% 86.52% 
89.5% 78.8% 83.80% 
Location 93.6% 78% 85.87% 
94.2% 75.7% 83.94% 
Time 96.7% 95.6% 96.14% 
Date 95.4% 92.3% 93.82% 
Money 93.9% 95.3% 94.59% 
97.6% 96.1% 97.34% 
It is worth noting that we did not have any control over the results of Mesfer's system but 
relied only on the results we were given. The results are very close except for person name, 
where his results are slightly better than our results and the reason behind this is his use of 
a huge names gazetteer with over 12400 persons name entries unlike our system which 
entirely rely on the developed rules. It is worth noting that we did not get any results for 
the Date and Time Entities and therefore could not perform any comparison. 
7.5 Summary 
In this chapter we described how information extraction systems are evaluated and defined 
the methodology we used to evaluate our system. Given that there are no free corpora for 
the Arabic language, we constructed our own corpora based on news articles extracted 
from Aljazeera website. The overall performance of our system improved when including 
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BAMA. Moreover we evaluated our system with other system using the same corpora and 
we gave overview of the comparison of the results. Finally, we gave overview of several 
systems with regarding to the methods, the corpora which have been used, and the results 
which have been obtained. We summarized our reviewing in Table 7.8. 
Table 07.8: Summary of the performances of Arabic NER systems 
Reference Method Corpus used Precision Recall F- 
Measure 
Saleem Rule Based 500 articles from the 78.4 
(2004) Al-Raya newspaper 
(2003), published in 
Qatar 
Samy et al. Parallel corpus and (1200 sentence pairs) 84% 97.5% 90% 
(2005) reusing previously An Arabic-Spanish 
developed (PoS) for parallel corpus 
other languages 
(Spanish) 
Zitouni et Statistical ACE 2003 75.3% 70.2% 72.7% 
al. (2005) Maximum Entropy 
Shamsi and Statistical Hidden Own corpus from 97% 
_ 
Guessoum Markov Model various Arabic article 
(2006) (HMM). 
Shaalan and Rule Based ACE and Treebank 91.2% 90.3% 90.7% 
Raza, (2007) corpus 
Benajiba, Statistical maximum Own corpus 316 63.21% 47.58% 54.11% 
Rosso, & entropy articles from several 
BenedA ( newspaper 
2007) 
Benajiba and Statistical Support ACE data and a 82.71% 80.4% 79.21% 
Rosso, (2008) Victor Machine manually created data 
set UPC-corpus. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion and Future work 
In the conclusion of this thesis, we summarize the scope of this work, the approach and the 
results achieved while delivering the outcome of this thesis. Then, we highlight the main 
developments for future work. 
8.1 Conclusion 
The work described in this thesis concerns IE and more specifically, named entity 
extraction in Arabic. However, with the huge amount of published data in Arabic we 
recognize that developing a system to extract important data from documents becomes 
essential. The Arabic language is a language of significant interest to the NLP community 
mainly due to its political and economic significance, but also due to its interesting 
characteristics. There are two basic approaches to IE system development: the Rule based 
(Knowledge Engineering) Approach and the Automatic Training Approach (statistical). 
After we investigated the characteristics of the Arabic language and the approaches used in 
the field of the NE recognition we concluded that because of the nature of the Arabic 
language, the rule based system is more appropriate than the statistical system to identify 
Arabic NE. Our system architecture is based on the GATE system as there is no other 
software in the NLP field with the robustness and characteristic of GATE that is freely 
available. In addition, BAMA is built over GATE to achieve our goals. BAMA is 
widespread and heavily used in the literature. BAMA depends entirely on the embedded 
stemmer; however the output of the stemmer given a tag by BAMA such as noun, verb, 
pronoun, proper noun, etc. in some cases the stemmer return incorrect results, and this 
issue affects the accuracy of the results given by BAMA. Therefore we manually corrected 
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these incorrect results and we obtained more accurate results. Moreover, in order to tag 
named entity in Arabic texts, lists of trigger words have been identified to find the place 
where we can locate proper names in the text. By using keywords we mark name phrases 
that might include a certain name then we process these phrases to extract these names. 
Therefore we developed and implemented our rules in order to recognise each position of 
the NE. All the programs we have used in our application are implemented using the 
JAVA programming language; consequently we selected eclipse as the integrated 
development environment to develop our application. Similarly, it is not possible to find 
free Arabic corpora oriented to the NER task. Thus, we. have decided to build our own 
corpora for training and testing to carry out this work. We collected corpora from 
Aljazeera website and we run our system over these corpora. We reiterated this process 
until we analyzed and classified one thousand articles. We have also compared our system 
with other Arabic named entity recognition systems developed using both rule based and 
statistical approaches. Our system achieves results better or similar results than the other 
systems. 
8.2 Future Work 
The domain scope that has been used to conduct our experiment was about political events. 
This required us to collect our trigger word and implement our rules in a way that reflects 
the characteristics of the texts in this domain. However, we intend to extend our work to 
include a number of other domains such as economic, sport, religion, etc. We believe that 
changes will be minimal and all what is need is the collection of new trigger words and 
adding new rules. We also need to collect and develop larger and independent electronic 
corpora. This corpus has to be divided into two sections. One section for building and 
testing the NER systems, and the other one for evaluation of these systems. 
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Appendix A: Qalam Transliteration Scheme 
Arabic 
Letter 
Description Transliteration Arabic 
Letter 
Description Transliteration 
hamza . 10 Taa' T 
'alef as Zaa' Z 
baa' b ' ayn 
L: j taa' t ghayn gh 
thaa' th faa' f 
jym J qaaf q 
Haa' H c1 laam 1 
Z khaa' kh nuwn n 
daal d meem m 
waaw w 
dhaal dh J kaaf k 
raa' r haa' h 
zayn z 4 yaa' y 
0, syn s taa' t 
shyn sh haa' h 
0.0 Saad S Ls 'alef ae 
O-a Daad D 
Diacritics (tashkyl) 
fatHah a maddah -aa 
kasrah i shaddah Consonant 
Th' Dammah u tanwyn N 
sukuwn - 
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